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Abstract This paper studies the boundary behaviour at mechanical equilibrium at the ends
of a finite interval of a class of systems of interacting particles with monotone decreasing
repulsive force. This setting covers, for instance, pile-ups of dislocations, dislocation dipoles
and dislocation walls. The main challenge in characterising the boundary behaviour is to
control the nonlocal nature of the pairwise particle interactions. Using matched asymptotic
expansions for the particle positions and rigorous development of an appropriate energy via
Γ –convergence, we obtain the equilibrium equation solved by the boundary layer correction,
associate an energy with an appropriate scaling to this correction, and provide decay rates
into the bulk.
Keywords Particle system · Boundary layer · Discrete-to-continuum asymptotics ·
Matched asymptotic expansions · Γ –convergence.
Mathematics Subject Classification (2000) 74Q05 · 74G10 · 41A60
1 Introduction
The analysis of particle systems is fundamental to a wide range of physical and mathe-
matical problems. Many physical systems can be modelled by considering collections of
interacting identical particles; examples include atoms in a fluid [25], charged particles in a
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supercapacitor [27], dislocations in a crystalline solid [22], Ginzburg–Landau vortices in a
superconductor [2], spin states in an atomic lattice [33], collective behaviour of autonomous
agents [1,10] and the generic problem of modelling a collection of hard spheres [29]. Ad-
ditionally, the analysis of particle systems has applications to other areas of mathematics,
most notably on the eigenvalues of random matrices [13,47]. A core challenge in studying
particle systems is to predict the features of the thermodynamic equilibrium of a system
where the number of particles is very large. At low temperatures, this is closely related to
finding configurations with the lowest total potential energy, i.e. the mechanical equilibria.
Typically, low potential energy configurations in large particle systems exhibit crys-
tallisation phenomena, i.e., particles arrange themselves into a periodic structure on the
micro-scale with a slowly–varying density on the macro-scale [8,26,34,36]. However, this
periodic structure on the micro-scale commonly breaks down close to any boundary of the
domain; the density of particles near a boundary may vary on a microscopic or mesoscopic
length-scale in ways that will not be captured by macro-scale descriptions of the particle
density. All boundaries, including both free surfaces and rigid confining barriers, can lead to
such anomalies. Boundary effects and other finite system size effects are a significant theme
in current scientific research [5,18,24,34,37,43,46,48] since it is through boundary inter-
actions that a large number of physical processes take place; important examples include
contact [17], catalysis [42] and crystal growth [35].
We contribute to the current understanding of boundary effects by presenting an analysis
of a one–dimensional system of particles (introduced in §1.1) interacting via a general repul-
sive pair potential and confined to a finite interval by rigid barriers. For this particle system,
the Γ –convergence result in [16,31] implies that the equilibrium positions of the particles
converge on the macro-scale in the many-particle limit to the constant particle density. As
indicated before, such a convergence result is too coarse to determine boundary effects such
as the force which the particles exert on the barriers.
Our main result (9) characterises the positions of the particles at equilibrium on the
micro-scale close to the barriers in the many-particle limit. As a direct application of this
result, we show in §1.3 how to compute the force which the particles exert on the barriers.
Our analysis contributes to the literature on contact and fracture in crystalline solids [5,6,
23,37,40], dislocation pile-ups [15,19,20], and the collective behaviour of individual agents
[1,10]. The novelty of our analysis is that we rely neither on a finite interaction range, nor
on a specific expression for the interaction potential.
1.1 Setting
We suppose that n+1 identical particles are confined to lie in the interval [0,n], and all pairs
of particles mutually interact via a potential V : R → [0,+∞], which is a function of the
inter-particle distance. Labelling the position of particle i as χ(i), the total potential energy
of the system is thus
n
∑
k=1
n−k
∑
j=0
V
(
χ( j+ k)−χ( j)).
Since we subsequently wish to consider the system with a large number of particles, it
is convenient to introduce rescaled coordinates x(i) := χ(i)/n, so that x(i) ∈ [0,1] for all n.
Applying this rescaling, we are led to consider the following equivalent scenario (see also
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x(0) = 0
x(1) x(2) x( j) x( j+1) x(n−2) x(n−1)
x(n) = 1
Fig. 1 The setting of the particle system in rescaled coordinates.
Figure 1), which is similar to that studied in [31]:
Dn := {x ∈ [0,1]n+1 |0 =: x(0)≤ x(1)≤ . . .≤ x(n−1)≤ x(n) := 1},
En :Dn→ [0,+∞], En(x) := 1n
n
∑
k=1
n−k
∑
j=0
V
(
n
[
x( j+ k)− x( j)]).
Here,Dn represents the set of all possible valid positions, and En(x) is the average energy per
particle in the system due to the interactions with all the other particles in the configuration
described by x. Our basic assumptions on the potential V : R→ [0,+∞] are:
(Reg) V : R \{0}→ (0,+∞) is even and C2;
(Sing) V (x)→V (0) = +∞ as x ↓ 0 or x ↑ 0;
(Cvx) for each x ∈ (0,+∞), there exists λ (x) > 0 such that V is λ (x)–convex on
(0,x), i.e.
inf
(0,x)
V ′′ ≥ λ (x)> 0;
(Dec) V (x),V ′(x)→ 0 as |x| → ∞, and there exists a > 1 and constants cδ such
that for any δ > 0,
V ′′(x)≤ cδ |x|−a−2 for any x ∈ R \ (−δ ,δ ).
Figure 2 shows a typical graph for such a potential V , and a prototypical example is V (x) =
|x|−a with a> 1. We note the following immediate consequences of our basic assumptions:
– As V is non-negative, En(x)≥ 0.
– Together, (Cvx) and (Dec) demonstrate that V ′′ is integrable on R \ (−δ ,δ ), so by ap-
plying the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus on the interval (x,+∞), we find that there
exist constants c′δ ,c
′′
δ > 0 and a > 1 such that
0 >V ′(x)≥−c′δ |x|−a−1 and 0 <V (x)≤ c′′δ |x|−a for x > δ . (1)
x
V (x)
Fig. 2 Typical profile for the interaction potential V .
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Since V ′(x) < 0 for x ∈ (0,∞), the interactions are repulsive, and hence we must ‘con-
fine’ the particles in order to ensure that they remain within a compact set: here, our
choice is to enforce confinement by fixing the outermost particles.
– As observed in [16,31], (Cvx) implies that En is strictly convex onDn. Moreover, (Sing)
makes the energy infinite on the set
∂Dn :=
{
x ∈Dn
∣∣x(i−1) = x(i) for some i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}}.
Therefore, En has a unique stable equilibrium, which is contained inDn \∂Dn. Since En
is differentiable on this set, the equilibrium satisfies the following force balance:
∂En(x)
∂x(i)
=−
n
∑
k=0
k 6=i
V ′
(
n[x(k)− x(i)])= 0, i = 1, . . . ,n−1. (2)
1.2 Main results
In [16,31], it was shown that En Γ –converges, and that the limit energy has a unique min-
imiser corresponding to a uniform density of particles. Since the topology used to obtain
these previous Γ –convergence results (i.e. the narrow or weak topology of measures) cannot
detect ‘microscopic’ variations in particle density, we strengthen these convergence results
by obtaining a finer characterisation of the minimiser of En. In particular, we seek to de-
scribe the boundary layers which appear at both ends of the bounded interval; see Figure 3
for a numerical illustration. To do so, we use two different approaches: formal asymptotic
analysis [21] and Γ –development of the energy En [4,7,12]. Our formal analysis gives us
a detailed description of the equilibrium particle positions in the boundary layers when n is
large enough, while the Γ –development establishes a precise notion of convergence for the
particle positions and boundary-layer energy as n→ ∞.
 
 
x
ρ
0 0.5 1
1.05
1
(
x(i),ρ(i)
)
i
Fig. 3 Equilibrium configuration of n+1 = 65 particles x(i) (i.e. the solution to (2)) for the potential V (x) =
x−2. The horizontal axis shows the domain [0,1]. The vertical axis measures the ‘discrete density’ defined by
ρ(i) := 2/(n[x(i+1)− x(i−1)]).
In §2, formal asymptotic analysis is used both to obtain the equations of equilibrium in
the bulk, and to show that the correct scaling for the boundary layer is in terms of the particle
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positions χ(i) = nx(i), with no intermediate regime between the bulk and discrete scaling.
To carry out this analysis, we require a slightly stronger condition on the differentiability of
V , and so in this section, as well as the basic assumptions detailed in §1.1, we require the
additional regularity assumption
(Reg+) V ∈C3(0,∞), with |V ′′′(x)|. |x|−a−3 for |x|> 1.
In §2.4, this permits us to obtain the result that the particle positions χ(i) in the boundary
layer approximate the solution of the following infinite system of equations as n→ ∞:
0 =
∞
∑
k=0
k 6=i
V ′
[
χ(i)−χ(k)], i = 1,2,3, . . . ,
χ(i)−χ(i−1) = 1+o(1), as i→ ∞.
(3)
In §3, with technical details given in Appendix A, we again use formal methods to
obtain further terms in an asymptotic expansion of both the boundary layer and the bulk
behaviour in the particular case V (x) = |x|−a, which is the prototypical potential satisfying
the assumptions detailed in §1.1. Using the method of matched asymptotic expansions, we
fully characterise particle locations in both the bulk and the boundary layer up to errors
that are asymptotically smaller than n−(a−1) as n→ ∞. To the best of our knowledge, this
characterisation of higher order terms in the asymptotic expansion for particle systems with
nonlocal interactions is new.
Additionally, this analysis allows us to characterise the behaviour of χ(i), the solution
to (3), as i→∞ by a more detailed description of the o(1) term. When V (x) = |x|−a, we find
that
χ(i)−χ(i−1) = 1− i
−(a−1)
ζ (a)(a3−a) +o[i
−(a−1)], as i→ ∞, (4)
where ζ (s) is the Riemann zeta function. In fact, this decay behaviour of χ remains valid for
more general potential V satisfying (Reg), (Sing) and (Cvx) whenever the tails of V (k) are
asymptotically equivalent to dk/dxk (x−a) up to sufficiently large k (see (30) for details). In
that case, the constant [ζ (a)(a3−a)]−1 takes the more general form [(a−1)∑∞j=1 V ′′( j) j2]−1.
The formal asymptotic analysis leaves us with two questions associated with general
case treated in §2: what is the proper space in which to seek solutions χ to (3), and in what
sense do the solutions of (2) converge to solutions of (3) as n→ ∞? In §4, we address these
question by proving a Γ –convergence result. This proof rests upon a different strengthening
of our basic assumptions, requiring the stronger decay hypothesis
(Dec+) V (x),V ′(x)→ 0 as |x| → ∞, and there exists a > 32 and
constants cδ such that for any δ > 0,
V ′′(x)≤ cδ |x|−a−2 for any x ∈ R \ (−δ ,δ ).
Under both our basic assumptions and this extra assumption, we prove Theorem 43, demon-
strating Γ –convergence of the ‘renormalised’ energy
E1n (x) := nEn(x)−
n
∑
k=1
(n− k+1)V (k). (5)
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This energy is renormalised in the sense that the subtracted term need not be bounded as
n→ ∞. To treat E1n more easily and obtain a useful compactness result, we introduce a
convenient change of variable given by
ε(i) := n
[
x(i)− x(i−1)]−1 for i = 1, . . . ,n. (6)
The choice to use ε here as notation is due to the analogy with the infinitesimal strain used in
continuum mechanics, since ε measures how far the particles deviate from being equispaced.
The system §2 obtained by formal asymptotic analysis suggests that ε(i) = χ(i)−χ(i−
1)−1→ 0 as n→∞ and 1 i n. In fact, the compactness statement of Theorem 43 states
that boundedness of E1n (ε) implies boundedness of ε in `2(N), which will subsequently
allow us to give a precise meaning to this statement. Taking the Γ –limit as n→ ∞, E1n splits
into two independent, similar terms: E l∞ for the energy of the boundary layer at the left (l)
barrier, and Er∞ for the energy of the boundary layer at the right (r) barrier. More specifically,
E l∞ :
{
ε ∈ `2(N) ∣∣ε(i)≥−1 ∀ i≥ 1}→ R,
E l∞(ε) :=
∞
∑
k=1
∞
∑
j=0
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
)
+(σ∞,ε)`2(N),
(7)
where σ∞ ∈ `2(N) and φk : (−k,∞)→ [0,∞) are given by
σ∞(i) :=
∞
∑
k=i+1
(k− i)∣∣V ′(k)∣∣, and
φk(y) :=V (k+ y)−V (k)−V ′(k)y. (8)
We note that φk is the residual of the first-order Taylor approximation of V at k, which is
non-negative because of (Cvx). The sequence σ∞ accounts for the contribution of the first-
order Taylor approximation of V to the energy E l∞, and may be thought of as a stress induced
on the boundary layer by the presence of the bulk.
In Lemma 45 we prove existence and uniqueness of minimisers for E l∞ in `
2(N). More-
over, we show that the related infinite set of Euler-Lagrange equations is equivalent to solv-
ing 
0 =
∞
∑
k=0
k 6=i
V ′
[
χ(i)−χ(k)], i = 1,2,3, . . . ,
(
χ(i)−χ(i−1)−1)i∈N ∈ {ε ∈ `2(N) ∣∣ε(i)≥−1 ∀ i≥ 1}.
(9)
This therefore provides us with a precise characterisation of solutions to (3).
In §5, we conclude by describing a numerical method for solving (9). The numerical
scheme approximates (9) by assuming that χ(i) = χ(i− 1)+ 1 for all i larger than a fixed
index. We compare its solution to the minimiser xn of (2) for various numbers of n particles
and for two physically relevant choices for V : the case of dislocation dipoles ([20], V (x) =
x−2) and dislocation walls ([15], V has a logarithmic singularity at 0 and tails which vanish
exponentially fast; see (53)). We observe that the convergence rate of nxn(i) to χ(i) as n→
∞ is close to O(n−1), and independent of i. Furthermore, we find that the boundary layer
profiles are qualitatively different for the two choices of V , even though they satisfy all
imposed conditions, and hence resemble the graph in Figure 2.
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1.3 Discussion and conclusion
The main fruits of our analysis are (4) and (9). Equation (9) is significant because it provides
us with a characterisation of the boundary layer behaviour in terms of an infinite system of
discrete equations. In particular, the boundary condition in (9) gives a precise meaning to the
idea that the particles are ‘equispaced’ in the bulk; by showing that (9) has a unique solution
for χ where χ(i)− χ(i−1)−1 ∈ `2(N), we place asymptotic limits on the extent to which
the energy-minimising particle configuration can deviate from equal spacing. Moreover, the
fact that we are able to obtain (9) from an asymptotic development of the ground state en-
ergy represents a significant theoretical advance for the treatment of discrete-scale boundary
layers using Γ –convergence. In previous work, such as [5,15,23,37], either only finite in-
teraction ranges or continuum-scale boundary layers were considered. Figure 4 illustrates
the discrete-scale boundary layer in the case where V (x) = |x|−2, showing that the solution
to (9) provides a good asymptotic approximation to the solution of the full problem.
 
 
nxn
ρ
1.1
1
100 20 30
n = 26
n = 28
n = 210
χ from (9)
Fig. 4 The three line graphs depict the ‘discrete’ density of the minimiser xn of En for n = 26,28,210 and
V (x) = x−2, in the rescaled coordinates χn := nxn. The graph of n = 26 corresponds to Figure 3. The three
line graphs indicate the convergence to the boundary layer profile computed from χ (×), which is here the
solution to (9). See Figure 9 for the definition of the ‘discrete’ density.
Equation (4) is significant because it gives explicit form to the tail behaviour of the
boundary layer solution in the case of a homogeneous potential (that is, a potential V is
homogeneous is there exists a b ∈ R such that V is b-homogeneous, i.e., V (αx) = αbV (x)
for all α > 0 and all x> 0). While (4) is only directly relevant in the case where V (x)= |x|−a,
it hints at why the analysis in §4 relies on the assumption that a > 32 in (Dec+). In the case
where 1< a≤ 32 , (4) indicates that the associated ε(i) := χ(i)−χ(i−1)−1 is not in `2(N),
and hence a new scaling and finer analysis will be necessary to recover the correct energetic
description usingΓ –convergence; in fact, we show in §4.5 that taking the limit functional E l∞
with a potential for which a< 3/2 leads to an ill–posed variational problem. The derivation
of (4) in §3 does however suggest some of the tools necessary to extend our analysis: in
the case where 1 < a ≤ 32 it appears that the contributions from singular integral terms are
important. We might therefore expect that §4 can be extended to a ≤ 32 by seeking a bulk
correction to the total energy associated with nonlocal interactions between particles.
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We now discuss our assumptions and findings as well as their implications in more
detail.
Choice of scaling. The particular choice of scaling made here, i.e., taking the length of
the domain to depend linearly on the number of particles, is the usual choice made when
considering the thermodynamic limit of a system with a fixed number of particles per unit
volume [3,6]. In other physical situations, other scalings may be more appropriate, and may
lead to different energetic descriptions; see for example [15,16].
Matched asymptotic analysis versus Γ –convergence. In keeping with other studies, we
observe that the advantage of matched asymptotic analysis is the ease and flexibility of the
arguments with which we obtain equation (3): it requires a less detailed analysis than the Γ –
convergence result, relying upon on a well–chosen ansatz for the asymptotic development
of the solution. On the other hand, the main advantage of the Γ –convergence statement
is that it implies well–posedness of (9), and with it the development of the ground state
energy for En. However, the analysis relies on the minimiser being close to the equispaced
configuration, which makes it harder to apply, e.g., when a constant external stress is applied
to the particles.
In the broader mathematical context of modelling particle systems, our approach sug-
gests that combining formal asymptotics with Γ –convergence techniques can be fruitful for
understanding boundary effects in particle systems with more general long–range interac-
tions.
Asymptotic equilibrium problem. The infinite sum in (3) does not simply correspond
to replacing n by ∞ in the force balance in (2). Instead, (3) has two elements; the first
equation in (3) is obtained by rescaling (2) for the boundary layer case where i = O(1) as
n→ ∞, while the second equation in (3) is associated with a matching condition between
the boundary layer solution and the bulk solution.
Comparison with [20]. In [20], formal asymptotic methods were used to analyse the
problem of a pile-up of repulsive particles against a single fixed obstacle, driven by a con-
stant external force. In the present work, we consider a similar problem where the particles
are trapped in between two fixed obstacles. However, our formal asymptotic analysis pro-
vides two significant extensions to the results in [20]. First, in §2 we dispense with the
assumption used in [20] that V is −a-homogeneous, and obtain a leading-order asymptotic
solution for a general V . This is novel in the formal asymptotics literature on discrete prob-
lems. Second, in §3 we reintroduce the assumption that V is −a-homogeneous, and extend
the asymptotic analysis in [20] to include many higher-order corrections. Using this method,
we are able to obtain a more precise description of the matching condition between the bulk
and the boundary layer.
Comparison with [15]. The setting in [15] corresponds to changing the choice of scaling
for the domain from [0,n] made here to [0,cn] for some 1 cn n. The observed boundary
layer consists of O(n/cn) particles, and is therefore expected to be described by a continuous
profile in the many–particle limit. In this paper, cn = n, and while we also find that the
boundary layer consists of O(n/cn) = O(1) particles, this means instead that the boundary
layer profile remains discrete in the many–particle limit. We see the effect of these different
scaling regimes reflected in the assumptions on V ; while the analysis in [15] relies on less
regularity and a weaker notion than convexity of V , we weaken the assumption of finite first
moments on the tails of V (which is slightly stronger than a≥ 2).
Other forms of confinement. A physically–interesting extension of our scenario is to
consider the system subject to a constant external stress term which pushes the particles to
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one of the two barriers, in place of one or both of the rigid boundary constraints that we
consider. Such a constraint results in a free–boundary problem: examples of such scenarios
are examined in, e.g., [16,20,31]. While we expect our asymptotic analysis to apply with
some modifications along the lines of [19,20], our Γ –convergence analysis would require
us to find an appropriate variable to describe the free boundary, and then to obtain a priori
estimates in this variable, similar to those given in §4.2. This appears to be a significant
challenge, but with appropriate intuition developed via formal asymptotics, this may be
possible in the future.
Force on the boundary. As mentioned before, one important boundary effect is the force
that the particles at equilibrium exert on the barriers. From (2) we obtain that this force is
given by
Fn(x) :=−
n
∑
i=1
V ′(nx(i)), (10)
where x ∈Dn minimises En. Computing Fn(x) is relevant, for instance, in contact problems
[17] or dislocation pile-ups [22].
The result in [16,31] that the minimiser of En converge on the macro-scale to the con-
stant density is too coarse to give a direct prediction for Fn(x). A natural, indirect manner to
approximate Fn(x) from the constant density profile is to reconstruct the particle positions
as being equispaced, i.e., ( in )
n
i=0 ∈Dn. Due to (Dec), we obtain
Fn
(
( in )
n
i=0
)
=−
n
∑
i=1
V ′(i) n→∞−−−→−
∞
∑
i=1
V ′(i) =: F˜ , (11)
where F˜ ∈R approximates the force on the boundary induced by the equispaced configura-
tion for large n.
The solution χ to the boundary layer problem (9) gives an improved approximation of
the particle positions at the barrier. It predicts the following force on the boundary
F(χ) =−
∞
∑
k=1
V ′(χ(i)), (12)
which can be computed independent of n. From the numerical computations summarised in
Table 2 we observe that F(χ) is a good approximation of Fn(x). Moreover, F(χ)> F˜ , which
shows that the naive prediction F˜ undershoots the actual force on the barrier. We believe that
this result is relevant beyond contact problems and dislocation pile-ups, especially if it can
be extended to higher-dimensional scenarios and attractive–repulsive interaction potentials.
Higher–dimensional problems. Many of the models described in the introduction have a
greater physical relevance in higher dimensions. However, in higher dimensions the charac-
terisation of minimisers is significantly more challenging because of the greater geometric
freedom of the particle positions and the loss of a natural ordering for the particles. Never-
theless, as explained in the introduction, there is evidence that minimisers exhibit crystallisa-
tion in many situations, in which case our results can still be used to approximate boundary
effects.
Consider, for instance, the question of finding the force on the boundary induced by n
repulsive particles confined to lie in a polygonal set. Assuming that, for large n, the particles
are close to a crystal structure near a flat part of the boundary, the minimiser is a configu-
ration which is approximately periodic in the direction tangential to the boundary. Viewing
the lines of particles tangential to the boundary as “walls” of particles, the problem is ap-
proximated in the normal direction to the boundary by a one–dimensional particle system of
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particle walls interacting by an effective potential. For this one–dimensional particle system,
the force on the boundary exerted by the particles is given by (12). This value could provide
a reasonable approximation for the actual force on the boundary.
Attractive–repulsive interactions. As discussed in the introduction, many particle sys-
tems relevant for applications exhibit interactions which combine both attractive and repul-
sive behaviour. Examples include the atomistic models of crystalline materials [5,14,23,37,
41], swarming models in biology [1], and crowd dynamics models [10]. To the best of our
knowledge, there are no results yet concerning the analysis of boundary layers in such sys-
tems without assuming that interactions have finite range. Moreover, in higher dimensions
the additional challenge is to deal with very large numbers of local minima [44]. Never-
theless, our approach here suggests a possible methodology: by using formal asymptotic
methods to first obtain approximations of equilibrium states, the properties of minimisers
can be used to gain intuition concerning the correct functional analytic framework in which
to establish a Γ –convergence result. We expect the key challenge to be to obtain a suitable
compactness result which appropriately captures free boundary behaviour.
Dynamics of particles. Our results focus on properties of the equilibrium configuration
of the system, since our assumption of repulsive interactions guarantees a unique stable
equilibrium. A natural extension for further study is to understand an appropriate evolution
of the particles close to the barriers. While gradient–flow dynamics have been obtained
in [30] for the density of particles on the macro-scale, a correction for the evolution of
the particles close to the barrier remains elusive. Such a correction is needed, for instance,
for understanding how lattice waves scatter off of the ends of the domain, since this has
relevance for in situ observation of crystal plasticity [38]. Our result on the particle positions
at equilibrium (9) provides a possible starting point for a future study in this direction.
The remainder of the paper is organised as follows. In §2 we perform the asymptotic
analysis to derive the boundary layer equation (3) from the force balance (2) in the general
case. In §3 we summarise how to obtain higher–order corrections in the specific case where
V (x) = |x|−a; the computations are left to Appendix A. In §4 we establish Γ –convergence of
the energy difference E1n , and show how it connects the force balance (2) to the description
of the boundary layer in (9). The details of the proofs are documented in Appendix B.
Finally, in §5, we give numerical examples validating our asymptotic development for two
physically relevant choices of V .
2 Formal asymptotic analysis – Leading order analysis for a > 1
2.1 Notation and preliminaries
We begin by using classical formal asymptotic methods analogous to those in [20] to obtain
the leading-order asymptotic solution to the system of algebraic equations given in (2). The
novelty of our approach here is that it relies only upon the basic assumptions on V detailed
in §1.1 and (Reg+), and not on an explicit choice of potential as in [20].
To clarify the notation which is used throughout this section, §3 and Appendix A, we
include Table 1 for the reader’s convenience: the notation is equivalent to that used in [21].
Supposing that x(i;n) solves the system of equilibrium equations (2) for a given n, and
following [20], we propose the following ansatz for an approximate solution in the bulk:
x(i;n) = ξ (in−1;n), (13)
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Table 1 Asymptotic notation. All definitions are interpreted in the limit n→ ∞.
Notation Definition
f (n) = O(g(n)) ∃C > 0 such that | f (n)| ≤C|g(n)|
f (n) = ord(g(n)) ∃C > 0 such that limsup | f (n)|/|g(n)|=C
f (n) = o(g(n)) | f (n)|/|g(n)| → 0
f (n) g(n) | f (n)|/|g(n)| → 0
f (n)∼ ∑∞i=1 gi(n) ∀k ∈ N, f (n)−∑ki=1 gi(n) = O(gk+1(n))
f (n)∼ ∑Ni=1 gi(n) ∀k ≤ N−1, f (n)−∑ki=1 gi(n) = O(gk+1(n)), f (n)−∑Ni=1 gi(n) = o(gN(n))
where ξ (s;n) is expanded as an asymptotic power series
ξ (s;n)∼ ξ0(s)+n−b1ξ1(s)+n−b2ξ2(s)+ . . . , (14)
with bi strictly increasing. For convenience, we simply write x(i) and ξ (s) whenever possi-
ble, omitting their dependence upon n.
Following convention, we treat ξ as though it were a function, even though the series
definition of ξ in (14) is an asymptotic series, and therefore may not converge for any fixed
s and n. Strictly speaking, equations involving ξ should be interpreted as being true for fixed
s in the asymptotic limit as n→ ∞ where any instance of ξ (s) is read as
ξ (s) =
Q
∑
k=0
n−bkξk(s)+O
(
n−bQ+1
)
,
for any choice of integer Q.
As we discuss in §2.3 and §2.4, we encounter boundary layers when s is sufficiently close
to 0 or 1. As a result of these, we find that we will not be able to use the ansatz in (13) and
(14) to describe particle positions when i is too close to 0 or n; instead, different ansatzes
will be needed. In our higher-order analysis in §3, we are careful to take account of the
effects of the boundary layer from the beginning of our analysis, but in this section we begin
by assuming that (13) and (14) can be applied everywhere. While this is not strictly true
(and would lead to contradictions if the analysis were extended to higher orders), identical
results could be obtained by following the methods described in §A.1, where we use separate
ansatzes for the bulk and the boundary layer from the outset.
Due to the boundary conditions x(0) = 0 and x(n) = 1, we assume that ξ (0) = 0 and
ξ (1) = 1. In practice, these boundary conditions will only be satisfied to leading order, so
that we apply them as
ξ0(0) = 0 and ξ0(1) = 1. (15)
Additionally, we assume that ξ (s) has the following smoothness and monotonicity prop-
erties:
(ξ -Smooth) ξ ∈C4([0,1]);
(ξ -Mon) ξ ′ is strictly positive, i.e. there exists M > 0 such that ξ ′(s)≥M for all s ∈ [0,1].
The monotonicity assumption (ξ -Mon) implies that
χ(i+1)−χ(i) = n[x(i+1)− x(i)] = n
∫ (i+1)/n
i/n
ξ ′(s)ds≥M.
That is, we assume that at equilibrium no two particles are closer than M/n, uniformly in
n, and thus the particle density is uniformly bounded. This is a natural assumption as long
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as the long-range interactions between particles are not strong enough to make very high
densities of particles favourable as n→ ∞.
Since ξ is a continuous object, it is natural to cast the discrete force balance in (2) in a
continuous form as well. By separating the interactions with the neighbours on the left from
those on the right, we rewrite (2) as
F(s) = 0, for all s =
1
n
, . . . ,
n−1
n
, (16)
F(s) :=
bn−snc
∑
k=1
V ′
(
n
[
ξ (s+ kn−1)−ξ (s)])− bsnc∑
k=1
V ′
(
n
[
ξ (s)−ξ (s− kn−1)]). (17)
In Section 2.2, we manipulate this definition of F(s) in order to obtain the leading-order
dependence of F on ξ as n→ ∞. From this, we can obtain an equation for ξ0(s) and hence
an asymptotic expression for the equilibrium particle locations in the bulk.
2.2 Asymptotic analysis using the bulk ansatz
In the analysis below, we show that F(s) is given asymptotically by
F(s) = n−1ξ ′′(s)
∞
∑
k=1
(
V ′′
[
ξ ′(s)k]k2
)
+o(n−1), (18)
so long as s n− 1a and 1−s n− 1a . To this end, we introduce an arbitrary integer H where
n
1
a  H n, and split the sums in (17) as follows:
F(s) =
H
∑
k=1
[
V ′
(
n
[
ξ (s+ kn−1)−ξ (s)])−V ′(n[ξ (s)−ξ (s− kn−1)])]︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:S1
+
bn−snc−H
∑
k=1
V ′
(
n
[
ξ (s+Hn−1+ kn−1)−ξ (s)])︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:S2
−
bsnc−H
∑
k=1
V ′
(
n
[
ξ (s)−ξ (s−Hn−1− kn−1)])︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:S3
. (19)
We observe from (ξ -Mon) that the argument of V ′ in the sums S2 and S3 is bounded from
below by M(H + k). Then, using the fact that (Dec) and (Cvx) imply (1), the summands in
S2 and S3 are bounded in absolute value by c′δM
−a−1(H + k)−a−1. Therefore,
|S2|+ |S3| ≤ 2
∞
∑
k=1
c′δM
−a−1(H + k)−a−1 . H−a = o(n−1).
To expand S1 in terms of n, we repeatedly employ Taylor’s theorem. More precisely,
using the regularity of V and ξ as given by (Reg+) and (ξ -Smooth), we write
V ′(x+δ ) =V ′(x)+V ′′(x)δ + 12V
′′′(x+θδδ )δ 2,
ξ (s+δ ) = ξ (s)+ξ ′(s)δ + 12ξ
′′(s)δ 2+ 16ξ
′′′(s+ρδδ )δ 3,
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for some θδ ,ρδ ∈ [0,1]. Moreover, (Reg+) implies that
V ′′′(x+θδδ )δ 2 = δ 2 ·O(x−a−3) as x→ ∞,
as long as δ  x.
We now apply the Taylor expansion of ξ to the arguments of V ′ in S1. By the uniform
continuity of ξ ′′′, we obtain
n
[
ξ (s± kn−1)−ξ (s)]= n[±ξ ′(s)kn−1+ 12ξ ′′(s)k2n−2+O(k3n−3)],
=±kξ ′(s)+ k
[
1
2ξ
′′(s)kn−1+O
(
k2n−2
)]
as long as k n. Moreover, since H n, we see that kn−1 ≤Hn−1 1 throughout the sum
given in S1. Applying the Taylor expansion of V and using the oddness of V ′ and evenness
of V ′′, we find that
S1 =
H
∑
k=1
[
V ′′
[
kξ ′(s)
]
ξ ′′(s)k2n−1+V ′′
[
kξ ′(s)
]
k ·O(k2n−2)
+V ′′′
[
kξ ′(s)+θkk ·O(kn−1)
]
k2 ·O(k2n−2)
+V ′′′
[− kξ ′(s)−θ−kk ·O(kn−1)]k2 ·O(k2n−2)]. (20)
We now show that the sum of the last three of the four terms in the summand of (20)
is o(n−1). To treat the second term, we note that V ′′[ξ ′(s)k] = O(k−a−2) as kn−1 → 0 and
k→ ∞, and hence
V ′′
[
ξ ′(s)k
]
k ·O(k2n−2) = O(k1−an−2).
We sum to find that
H
∑
k=1
V ′′
[
ξ ′(s)k
]
k ·O(k2n−2) =

O
(
H2−an−2
)
a ∈ (1,2),
O
(
log(H)n−2
)
a = 2,
O(n−2) a > 2.
(21)
In all three cases, the fact that H n 1a implies that the sum in (21) is o(n−1).
To bound the third and fourth term in the summand of (20), we first observe that
V ′′′
[± kξ ′(s)±θ±kk ·O(kn−1)]= O(k−3−a)
as long as kn−1 1. Hence
V ′′′
[± kξ ′(s)±θ±kk ·O(kn−1)]k2 ·O(k2n−2) = O(k1−an−2),
and an analogous argument to that used to obtain (21) implies
S1 = n−1
H
∑
k=1
[
ξ ′′(s)V ′′
[
ξ ′(s)k
]
k2
]
+o(n−1).
Finally, to obtain (18), we use V ′′
[
ξ ′(s)k
]
k2 = O(k−a) to deduce that
∞
∑
k=H+1
[
ξ ′′(s)V ′′
[
ξ ′(s)k
]
k2
]
= O(H1−a).
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Since H  1, adding this term does not change (19) at leading order, and we conclude that
(18) holds.
Next, we investigate the implications of (16) and (18) for our ansatz in (13). Since ξ ′
is assumed to be bounded, the property (Cvx) implies that the sum in (18) is bounded from
below by a positive constant. We conclude that the leading order density satisfies ξ ′′0 (s) = 0
whenever s is in an appropriate range. As argued in [20], we apply the boundary conditions
ξ0(0) = 0 and ξ0(1) = 1 to ξ ′′0 (s) = 0, because possible boundary layers can only affect
higher order corrections to the particle positions in the bulk. Consequently,
ξ0(s) = s.
2.3 Investigating a continuum rescaling for the boundary layer
Our derivation of (18) relies on the assumption that H  sn n−H for some H with
n
1
a H. Hence, we cannot be confident that ξ (s)∼ s is a valid leading-order approximation
of the particle positions when s=O(n−
a−1
a ) or when s= 1−O(n− a−1a ). To investigate these
regimes fully, a new ansatz is therefore required.
When i or n− i are sufficiently small, we may expect to see boundary layers where
the original bulk scalings no longer apply; for an example of boundary layer analysis for
a similar system, see [20]. The fact that the bulk ansatz is applicable when i n 1a and
n− i n 1a indicates that the boundary layer width can be no greater than ord(n 1a ).
To find the boundary layer rescaling, we follow a similar procedure to that used for
classical problems from differential equations. We propose a new scaling of the variables,
and analyse it to determine whether it yields a ‘distinguished limit’ where there is a new
dominant balance between terms. Because of the symmetric geometry of the particle system,
we concentrate on the boundary layer in the vicinity of s = 0. We begin by considering a
continuum ansatz, which we assume to be valid when i = ord(nβ ) for some 0 < β ≤ 1a , and
which takes the form
x(i) = nβ−1ξˆ (in−β ;n), (22)
where ξˆ (sˆ;n) is again a continuum ansatz with the smoothness and monotonicity properties
described before:
(ξˆ -Smooth) ξˆ ∈C3[0,∞);
(ξˆ -Mon) ξˆ ′ is positive and uniformly bounded away from zero, so that ξˆ ′(sˆ) ≥ Mˆ > 0 for
some constant Mˆ.
The choice of scaling in (22) is based on two observations. Firstly, the fact that we
propose a new ansatz that is valid when i = ord(nβ ) means that ξˆ must be a function of sˆ :=
in−β , which is ord(1) when i = ord(nβ ). Secondly, from ξ (s) ∼ s as s→ 0, we obtain that
x(i)∼ in−1 as i decreases out of the region where the bulk ansatz is valid. By the principles
that underly the method of matched asymptotic expansions, this must be identical to the
behaviour of the rescaled x(i) in (22) as i increases out of the region where this boundary
layer ansatz is valid. By scaling x(i) with nβ in (22), we can satisfy this requirement by
imposing the following matching condition on the leading order solution to ξˆ (sˆ), based on
Van Dyke’s matching principle:
ξˆ0(sˆ)∼ sˆ, as sˆ→ ∞.
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Now, we proceed by considering the case where i = ord(nβ ) and so sˆ = ord(1), and we
define Fˆ(sˆ) in a similar manner to (17) as follows:
Fˆ(sˆ) :=
bK−snβ c
∑
k=1
V ′
(
nβ
[
ξˆ (sˆ+ kn−β )− ξˆ (sˆ)])− bsnβ c∑
k=1
V ′
(
nβ
[
ξˆ (sˆ)− ξˆ (sˆ− kn−β )])
+
n
∑
k=K+1
V ′
(
n
[
ξ (0+ kn−1)−nβ−1ξˆ (sˆ)]), (23)
where K is chosen so that nβ K n, so that K lies in the intermediate region between the
two scaling regimes.
We start by showing that the third term in (23) is small. Using (Dec) and (ξˆ -Mon), we
quickly see that
V ′
(
n
[
ξ (0+ kn−1)−nβ−1ξˆ (sˆ)])= O(K−a−1),
which when summed, gives
n
∑
k=K+1
V ′
(
n
[
ξ (0+ kn−1
)−nβ−1ξˆ (sˆ)])= O(K−a) = o(n−aβ ).
Moreover, we can manipulate the first two sums in (23) as we did in Section 2.2 by intro-
ducing Hˆ where n
β
a  Hˆ nβ , so that
Fˆ(sˆ) =
Hˆ
∑
k=1
[
V ′
(
nβ
[
ξˆ (sˆ+ kn−β )− ξˆ (sˆ)])−V ′(nβ [ξˆ (sˆ)− ξˆ (sˆ− kn−β )])]
+
bK−sˆnc−Hˆ
∑
k=1
V ′
(
nβ
[
ξˆ (sˆ+ Hˆn−β + kn−β )− ξˆ (sˆ)])
−
bsˆnc−Hˆ
∑
k=1
V ′
(
nβ
[
ξˆ (sˆ)− ξˆ (sˆ− Hˆn−β − kn−β )])+o(n−β ).
With Fˆ(sˆ) in this form, we can repeat the computations in Section 2.2, ultimately ob-
taining the result that
Fˆ(sˆ) = n−β ξˆ ′′(sˆ)
∞
∑
k=1
(
V ′′
[
ξˆ ′(sˆ)k]k2
)
+o(n−β ),
which is similar to (18). Since Fˆ(sˆ) = 0 whenever sˆ= in−β for i= ord(nβ ), we again obtain
that ξˆ ′′(sˆ) = 0. Hence, the leading order behaviour of ξˆ in the proposed boundary layer is
identical to the leading order behaviour of ξ . Since there is no qualitative difference between
the equation to be solved in the bulk and the equation to be solved in the boundary layer,
we conclude that this is not a distinguished limit of the system, and thus the only possible
boundary layer in our system is the discrete boundary layer that could occur when i= ord(1).
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2.4 Discrete boundary layer scaling
Having established that there can be no boundary layers associated with a continuum rescal-
ing, we propose the discrete boundary layer ansatz, nx(i;n) = χ(i;n), where χ(i;n) is ex-
panded as an asymptotic series in powers of n. As before, we omit the explicit dependence
on n unless we wish to emphasise that χ(i) is an asymptotic series. Since χ(i) only takes
integer arguments, we do not make any smoothness assumptions about χ(i). To preserve the
ordering of the particles, we require that χ(i) is strictly increasing.
Using Van Dyke’s matching principle, we find that the leading order behaviour of χ(i)
for large i must be given by
χ0(i)∼ i as i→ ∞.
More specifically, we can use Van Dyke’s matching principle to match between ξ ′(s) and
χ(i)−χ(i−1), which gives the following, stronger condition on χ0(i) as i→ ∞:
χ0(i)−χ0(i−1)∼ 1 as i→ ∞. (24)
Let i= ord(1) and let K be chosen so that 1K n. Similar to (16) and (17), we write
the force balance equation for the ith particle as:
0 =
K
∑
k=0
k 6=i
V ′
[
χ(i)−χ(k)]− n∑
k=K+1
V ′
(
n
[
ξ (kn−1)−n−1χ(i)]). (25)
By the same method as discussed in Section 2.3, we note that
n
∑
k=K+1
V ′
(
n
[
ξ (kn−1)−n−1χ(i)])= O(K−a) = o(1),
while the first sum in (25) has no explicit dependence on n except through the fact that χ is
an asymptotic series.
Since χ0(i) ∼ i as i→ ∞, we note that the first sum in (25) must be finite as K → ∞.
Hence, we can take n and K to ∞ in (25) to obtain the leading order equation
0 =
∞
∑
k=0
k 6=i
V ′
[
χ0(i)−χ0(k)
]
, i = 1,2,3, . . . ,
which must be solved subject to the matching condition in (24). Note that this system of
discrete equations generalises those of [20] to a wide class of potentials V .
3 Formal asymptotic analysis – Summary of higher order analysis for V (x) = |x|−a
In addition to the leading order results described above, we can use formal asymptotic anal-
ysis to determine higher order corrections to the particle positions in the specific case where
the potential is given by V (x) = |x|−a for any a> 1. In this section, we summarise the main
results of this analysis; the technical details can be found in Appendix A. As in §2, we ob-
tain our solutions by assuming a continuum ansatz for the particle positions in the bulk of
the of the domain and a discrete ansatz in the boundary layers at the ends of the domain.
Using the method of matched asymptotic expansions, we obtain asymptotic solutions to the
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particle positions up to o(n−(a−1)) in both the bulk problem and the rescaled boundary layer
problem.
To obtain equations for the particle positions in the bulk, we draw on the results from
[39] to use Euler–Maclaurin summation to express the total force on any particle as the
sum of a ‘local contribution’ involving the particle density at that point, and a singular
integral that represents the effect of long-range interactions between particles. At leading
order, the particle density is governed by a simple differential equation as in §2. Only at
higher orders does the nonlocal effect of the long-range interactions on the bulk behaviour
become significant, appearing through a singular integral term.
As previously, we find that the particle positions in the boundary layers are governed
by different equations from the particle positions in the bulk. In order to analyse this, we
apply the method of matched asymptotic expansions, using the techniques of intermediate
matching (see, for example, [21]). This enables us to exploit the existence of an ‘interme-
diate scaling regime’, where the bulk ansatz and the boundary layer ansatz give equivalent
results, in order to determine the sizes of the asymptotic correction terms and the appropriate
matching conditions that relate the bulk solution to the boundary layer solution.
We find that the particle locations in the bulk region are given by x(i;n) ∼ ξ (in−1;n),
where the asymptotic expansion of ξ (s;n) takes different forms depending on the value of
a. In the case where 1 < a < 2, we find that ξ (s;n) takes the form
ξ (s;n) = s+
s−(a−2)− (1− s)−(a−2)+1−2s
ζ (a)(a−2)(a3−a)
1
na−1
+o
(
1
na−1
)
; (26a)
in the case where a = 2, we find that ξ (s;n) takes the form
ξ (s;n) = s+
2s−1
pi2
logn
n
+
[
log(1− s)− log(s)
pi2
+(s− 12 )p˜
]
1
n
+o
(
1
n
)
; (26b)
and in the case where a > 2, we find that
ξ (s;n) = s+
da−2e
∑
k=1
(s− 12 )pk
1
nk
+
[
s−(a−2)− (1− s)−(a−2)
ζ (a)(a−2)(a3−a) +(s−
1
2 )p˜
]
1
na−1
+o
( 1
na−1
)
,
(26c)
where ζ (s) is the Riemann zeta function, and where pk and p˜ are constants. The constants
pk and p˜ are chosen so that the bulk solution and the boundary layer solution are equivalent
in some overlap region. As such, these constants depend on the solutions of the boundary
layer problems, and can be defined iteratively as we discuss below.
In the boundary layer, we find that the particle locations are given by x(i) = n−1χ(i;n),
where the expansion of χ(i;n) takes the form
χ(i;n) =

da−2e
∑
j=0
n− jχ j(i)+n−(a−1)χ˜(i)+o(n−(a−1)), a 6= 2;
χ0(i)+n−1 lognχ˜∗(i)+n−1χ˜(i)+o(n−1), a = 2.
(27)
The sequences χ j, χ˜ and χ˜∗ are found by solving infinite systems. We leave their precise
description to Appendix A. The infinite system satisfied by χ j(i) is linear for j ≥ 1, and
nonlinear for j = 0. These infinite systems must be solved subject to a matching condition
with the bulk. For example, χ0(i) must satisfy the matching condition given by χ0(i)−
χ0(i−1)→ 1 as i→ ∞. In the case where a > 2, we then obtain p1 from the limit
p1 = 2 lim
i→∞
[i−χ0(i)] ,
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and we find that χ1(i) must satisfy the matching condition χ1(i)−χ1(i−1)→ p1. If a > 3,
we can then define p2 by the limit
p2 = 2 lim
i→∞
[p1i−χ1(i)] ,
and we find that χ2(i) must satisfy the matching condition χ2(i)− χ2(i− 1)→ p2. This
iterative process can be continued until the O(n−(a−1)) terms—or, if a = 2, O(n−1 logn)
terms—are reached. At this stage, we can again use the same process to find the matching
conditions for χ˜ and χ˜∗. If a= 2, we find that χ˜∗ satisfies χ˜∗(i)− χ˜∗(i−1)→ 2pi2 , while for
all a > 1 we find that χ˜ satisfies χ˜(i)− χ˜(i−1)→ p˜, where p˜ is given by
p˜ =

− 2ζ (a)(a−2)(a3−a) , a 6∈ N;
2 limi→∞ [i−χ0(i)] , a = 2;
2 limi→∞ [pa−1i−χa−1(i)]− 2ζ (a)(a−2)(a3−a) , a = 3, 4, . . . .
One valuable feature of the matched asymptotic analysis is that it gives us more precise
details of the decay rates of the discrete solutions, χk(i), than could be obtained for χ0(i)
using leading order analysis. In particular, we find that the asymptotic behaviour of χ0(i) for
large i is given by
χ0(i) =

i+ i
−(a−2)
ζ (a)(a−2)(a3−a) +o
(
i−(a−2)
)
, a < 2;
i− log ipi2 −
p˜
2 +o(1), a = 2;
i− p12 + i
−(a−2)
ζ (a)(a−2)(a3−a) +o
(
i−(a−2)
)
, a > 2.
(28)
It follows in all cases that
χ0(i)−χ0(i−1) = 1− i
−(a−1)
ζ (a)(a3−a) +o
(
i−(a−1)
)
, a > 1, (29)
where the scaling of the error term is implied by the postulated differentiability of ξ .
Similarly, we can obtain bounds on the decay rates of the higher order corrections, χ j(i),
in the case where 0 < j < a−1. These take the form
χ j(i) =

p ji− p j+12 +O
(
i−(a−2− j)
)
, 0 < j < a−2;
p ji−
(
1
ζ (a)(a−2)(a3−a) +
p˜
2
)
+o(1), j = a−2;
p ji+O
(
i−(a−2− j)
)
, a−2 < j < a−1.
Even higher order corrections to the solution (both in the bulk and in the boundary layer)
could potentially be obtained by applying the same asymptotic techniques. However, this
would involve addressing the direct influence of the boundary layer on the bulk, leading to
significant mathematical complications without leading to greater insights into the behaviour
of the solution. In Appendix A we discuss how higher order corrections might be obtained,
but we do not pursue any high-order analysis in detail.
Additionally, the results obtained for ξ and χ up to ord(n−(a−1)) can be extended to a
larger class of potentials V which satisfy, in addition to (Reg), (Sing), and (Cvx), that
V (r)(x)∼ (−1)ra · (a+1) · · ·(a+ r−1)x−a−r, as x→ ∞, for r = 0, . . . ,2⌊ a+32 ⌋ . (30)
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In this general case, we find that many results hold with minor modifications. For example,
we find that (29) generalises to
χ0(i)−χ0(i−1) = 1− i
−(a−1)
Z(V )(a−1) +o
(
i−(a−1)
)
, (31)
where Z(V ) is defined by
Z(V ) :=
∞
∑
k=1
V ′′(k)k2.
At the end of each subsection of Appendix A we outline how the argument for −a-
homogeneous V extends to those potentials that satisfy (30). For clarity of the arguments,
however, we only present detailed results for V (x) = |x|−a.
In summary, Appendix A describes in detail how higher-order corrections to the particle
locations can be obtained using formal asymptotic methods analogous to those used in §2.
The principal results of this analysis are the asymptotic expansions for ξ (s) given in (26)
and the asymptotic behaviour of χ0(i) given in (28). The bulk analysis that leads to (26)
makes it possible to determine the positions of particles to high accuracy for large values of
n, while the boundary layer analysis that leads to (28) can be used to quantify the increase
in density at the boundaries, and thereby estimate the force on the boundaries due to the
particles.
4 Asymptotic development of the ground state energy
This section is devoted to the statement, proof and discussion of Theorem 43, which demon-
strates Γ –convergence of the functional E1n defined in (5). For an introduction to the method
of Γ –convergence, we refer the reader to [4] or [12]. As stated in §1.2, to establish these
results we make the stronger decay assumption (Dec+) in addition to the basic assumptions
detailed in §1.1 throughout this section.
We begin in §4.1 by reformulating the minimisation problem for (5) in terms of the
variable ε as introduced in (6). In §4.2, we then establish key estimates used in the proof
of our Theorem 43, which is then stated and partially proved in §4.3 (the computationally
heavy part of the proof is provided in Appendix B.1). In §4.4 we apply Theorem 43 to prove
that solutions to the force balance (2) converge to solutions to the boundary layer equation
(9). In §4.5 we then argue that (Dec+) is a natural condition for the methods we use here,
and that additional ideas are required to obtain a result assuming only (Dec), or a yet weaker
decay hypothesis.
4.1 Reformulation
Let x¯(i) := in be the equispaced configuration. We reinterpret (6) as
ε(i) := n
([
x(i)− x(i−1)]− [x¯(i)− x¯(i−1)]) for i = 1, . . . ,n.
Figure 5 illustrates the definition of ε(i) as the difference between the blown–up pertur-
bations of the positions x(i) relative to the reference equispaced configuration x¯(i) for i =
0, . . . ,n. We interpret ε(i) as a strain variable, since it expresses the local change in dis-
tance between particles away from the equispaced configuration. Since x(0) = 0, the inverse
transformation is given by x(i) = 1n [i+∑
i
j=1 ε(i)], and we obtain ∑
n
i=1 ε(i) = nx(n)−n = 0.
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x(0) = 0
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Fig. 5 Zoom-in of the particle system from Figure 1 at the boundary layer. Both choices of variables given
by nx(i) and ε(i) are illustrated.
Expressing the energy difference E1n in (5) in ε , we obtain
E1n (ε) :=
n
∑
k=1
n−k
∑
j=0
[
V
(
k+
j+k
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
)
−V (k)
]
, DomE1n =
{
ε ∈ [−1,n]n ∣∣ε ·1 = 0}.
(32)
We note that the double sum over V (k) equals En(x¯). We make three basic observations:
1. Since the change of variable given above is a bijection from Dn to DomE1n and En has a
unique minimiser in the interior of Dn, it follows that E1n has a unique minimiser in the
interior of DomE1n .
2. Viewing ε as the perturbation to the distances between particles away from unit spacing,
we expect ε(i)≈ 0 for i≈ n2 , which is equivalent to the fact that far from the boundary,
the distances between particles are close to 1.
3. By the symmetry in the geometry of the double pile-up, the minimiser of E1n has re-
versal symmetry, i.e. ε(i) = ε(n+ 1− i). The reversal symmetry of the minimiser is
easily proved from the strict convexity of En. We introduce the following notation for
‘reversing’ a sequence:
for ε ∈ DomE1n , let εˆ(i) := ε(n+1− i). (33)
It is easy to check that εˆ ∈ DomE1n , and that E1n (εˆ) = E1n (ε)≥ E1n ((ε+ εˆ)/2).
4.2 Structure of E1n and key estimates
In order to prove a Γ –convergence result, we extend the definition of E1n so that these func-
tionals are defined over the same topological space. Here, the right space turns out to be
`2(N).
To do so, we define the embedding ιn : DomE1n → `2(N), where
ιnε(i) :=
{
ε(i) if i = 1, . . . ,n,
0 otherwise.
This permits us to extend E1n over `
2(N) in the following manner:
E1n (ε) =
{
E1n (ε) if ε ∈ ιn(DomE1n ),
+∞ otherwise.
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To expose the locally quadratic structure of E1n (ε) as defined in (32), we rewrite it by
subtracting and adding a term which is linear in ε . For any ε ∈ `2 with finite energy, we
obtain
E1n (ε) =
n
∑
k=1
n−k
∑
j=0
(
V
(
k+
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
)
−V (k)−V ′(k)
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
)
+
n
∑
k=1
V ′(k)
n−k
∑
j=0
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
=
n
∑
k=1
n−k
∑
j=0
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Qn(ε)
+
(
σn,ε+ εˆ
)
`2(N), (34)
where φk(y) =V (k+ y)−V (k)−V ′(k)y is defined in (8) and
σn(i) :=

n−i
∑
k=i+1
[
(k− i)∧ (n− i+1− k)]∣∣V ′(k)∣∣, if i≤ bn/2c.
0, otherwise.
(35)
The second equality in (34) follows from changing the order of summations and using the
fact that (ε,1)`2(N) = 0; the details of this computation are provided in Appendix B.2. The
function φk is the error of the first order Taylor expansion of V (x) around x= k, expressed in
the shifted variable y := x− k. We interpret σn as a stress which arises due to the constraint
that the particles are confined to lie in a finite interval.
Lemma 41 states precisely what we mean by Qn being ‘locally quadratic’; it provides a
quadratic lower and upper bound for φk. Both bounds are essential in the proof of Theorem
43. Figure 6 illustrates φk together with the lower and upper bound. The proof of Lemma 41
is a direct consequence of (Cvx), i.e. the strict convexity of V .
−k
y
0
V ′(k)
φk
Φk
Cδ
ka+2
y2
Fig. 6 The function φk as defined in Lemma 41.
Lemma 41 (Lower bound on V ) For any k ∈ [1,+∞), it holds for all y ∈ (−k,+∞) that
φk(y)≥Φk(y) :=
{
1
2λ (k+1)y
2 y ∈ (−k,1],
λ (k+1)
(
y− 12
)
y ∈ [1,+∞).
Moreover, if y ≥ k(δ − 1) for some δ > 0, then there exists a Cδ > 0 such that φk(y) ≤
Cδ k−a−2y2.
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Proof The proof relies on the following observation. For any f ,g∈C2(R) satisfying f (0) =
g(0), f ′(0) = g′(0), and f ′′≥ g′′ on some interval I 3 0, then f ≥ g on I. This is easily proven
from the fact that f −g is convex with 0 = ( f −g)(0) = ( f −g)′(0).
Since V (x) is λ (x)-convex in the sense of (Cvx), it follows that φk(y) is λ (y+k)-convex.
Since λ is decreasing, the lower bound of φk in Lemma 41 follows.
Since V ∈C2(0,∞) and V ′′(x). 1/xa+2, it holds that
sup
y>k(δ−1)
φ ′′k (y) = sup
x>kδ
V ′′(x)≤ 2C
(δk)a+2
is finite for any fixed δ > 0. The upper bound for φk follows.
The linear term in (34) is fully characterized by σn. Lemma 42 states its key properties.
Its proof relies on the decay property |V ′(x)|. x−a−1 in (1) with a> 3/2; in fact, this is the
key point at which the assumption (Dec+) is necessary for our continuing analysis.
Lemma 42 (Properties of σn) σn ∈ `2(N) as defined in (35) satisfies
0≤ σn(i)≤ σ∞(i) =
∞
∑
k=i+1
(k− i)∣∣V ′(k)∣∣, for all i≥ 1. (36)
Moreover, σn→ σ∞ in `2(N) as n→ ∞.
Proof (36) follows from the definitions viz.
σn(i)≤
n−i
∑
k=i+1
(k− i)∣∣V ′(k)∣∣≤ ∞∑
k=i+1
(k− i)∣∣V ′(k)∣∣= σ∞(i). (37)
For the convergence in `2(N), we set Rn := bn/2c and note that the summands in (35) and
(36) are equal for k = i+ 1, . . . ,Rn. Since a > 3/2 and the decay property |V ′(x)| . x−a−1
in (1), we obtain the convergence from
∥∥σ∞−σn∥∥2
`2(N) ≤
Rn−1
∑
i=1
( ∞
∑
k=Rn+1
(k− i)∣∣V ′(k)∣∣)2+ ∞∑
i=Rn
( ∞
∑
k=i+1
(k− i)∣∣V ′(k)∣∣)2
.
Rn−1
∑
i=1
(∫ ∞
Rn
x− i
xa+1
dx
)2
+
∞
∑
i=Rn
( ∞
∑
k=i+1
k
1
ka+1
)2
.
Rn−1
∑
i−1
(Rn− i)2
R2an
+
∞
∑
i=Rn
1
i2(a−1)
. 1
n2a−3
n→∞−−−→ 0.
4.3 Main result: Γ –convergence
We prove Γ –convergence in the weak topology of `2(N). To accommodate for a splitting
of εn ∈ DomE1n to account for the boundary layer at the left and right barrier separately, we
introduce the following notation:
εn,1/2(i) :=
{
εn(i) if i = 1, . . . ,dn/2e,
0 otherwise,
and εˆn,1/2(i) :=
{
εˆn(i) if i = 1, . . . ,dn/2e,
0 otherwise,
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We will also write
εn 2−→ (ε, εˆ) ⇔
{
εn,1/2→ ε
εˆn,1/2→ εˆ
}
in `2(N), and εn 2⇀ (ε, εˆ) ⇔
{
εn,1/2 ⇀ ε
εˆn,1/2 ⇀ εˆ
}
in `2(N).
(38)
We remark that the reversal of a sequence (33) is only well-defined for sequences that are
equivalent to finite dimensional vectors (i.e. sequences which have finite support). There-
fore, in the definition above, there need not be any relation between ε and εˆ , while εˆn(i) =
εn(n+1− i).
Theorem 43 states that the Γ –limit of E1n is given by
DomE1∞ :=
{
(ε, εˆ) ∈ `2(N)× `2(N) ∣∣ε(i), εˆ(i)≥−1 ∀ i≥ 1},
E1∞(ε, εˆ) :=
∞
∑
k=1
∞
∑
j=0
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Q∞
+
∞
∑
k=1
∞
∑
j=0
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εˆ(l)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:Qˆ∞
+
(
σ∞,ε+ εˆ
)
`2(N), (39)
where φk as in (8) and σ∞ as in (36).
Theorem 43 (Γ –convergence of E1n ) If E1n (εn) is uniformly bounded in n for some sequence
(εn)⊂ `2(N), then ‖εn‖`2 is uniformly bounded. Moreover, for any (ε, εˆ)∈DomE1∞, it holds
that
for all εn 2⇀ (ε, εˆ) with εn ∈ DomE1n , liminfn→∞ E
1
n (ε
n)≥ E1∞(ε, εˆ), (40a)
there exists εn 2−→ (ε, εˆ) with εn ∈ DomE1n such that limsup
n→∞
E1n (ε
n)≤ E1∞(ε, εˆ). (40b)
The main novelty in the proof of Theorem 43 is the argument leading to the compactness.
The proofs of the inequalities (40a) and (40b) follow from a more standard approach, and
are therefore left until Appendix B.1.
Proof (Proof of compactness in Theorem 43) First we obtain a sufficient lower bound on Qn
in (34). we use Lemma 41 on the nearest neighbour interactions to estimate
Qn(εn) =
n
∑
k=1
n−k
∑
j=0
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
)
≥
n
∑
j=1
Φ1
(
ε( j)
)
. (41)
To obtain a sufficient lower bound of E1n (εn) from (41), (37) and σ∞ ∈ `2(N), we split εn
into a positive and negative part viz.
εn+(i) := ε
n(i)∨0≥ 0, εn−(i) :=−
(
εn(i)∧0)≥ 0.
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Then, we use Lemma 41 and Φ1(0) = 0 to estimate
E1n (ε
n)≥
n
∑
j=1
φ1
(
εn( j)
)
+
(
σn,εn++ εˆ
n
+
)
`2(N)−
(
σn,εn−+ εˆ
n
−
)
`2(N)
≥
n
∑
j=1
[
Φ1
(
εn+( j)
)
+Φ1
(− εn−( j))]− n∑
j=1
σ∞( j)
(
εn−( j)+ εˆ
n
−( j)
)
≥
n
∑
j=1
Φ1
(
εn+( j)
)
+ λ (2)4
n
∑
j=1
[
εn−( j)
2+
(
εˆn−( j)
)2]− n∑
j=1
σ∞( j)
(
εn−( j)+ εˆ
n
−( j)
)
=
n
∑
j=1
Φ1
(
εn+( j)
)
+ λ (2)4
n
∑
j=1
[(
εn−( j)− 2σ
∞( j)
λ (2)
)2
+
(
εˆn−( j)− 2σ
∞( j)
λ (2)
)2]
− 2λ (2)
n
∑
j=1
σ∞( j)2
≥
n
∑
j=1
Φ1
(
εn+( j)
)
+ c
∥∥εn−− 2λ (2)σ∞∥∥2`2(N)+ c∥∥ εˆn−− 2λ (2)σ∞∥∥2`2(N)−C. (42)
Hence, since E1n (εn)≤C by hypothesis, we obtain from σ∞ ∈ `2(N) that (εn−) and (εˆn−) are
uniformly bounded in `2(N).
It remains to show that (εn+) is uniformly bounded in `2(N). We obtain this from the
uniform boundedness of ∑nj=1Φ1
(
εn+( j)
)
by (42). Indeed, it follows from the linear growth
of Φ1 that for some positive constant C′ we have
εn+(i)≤C′ for all i = 1, . . . ,n and all n ∈ N.
Hence, there exists a constant c (which depends on C′) such that
Φ1(x)≥ cx2 for all x ∈ [0,C′],
and so
E1n (ε
n)≥ c
( n
∑
j=1
(
εn+( j)
)2)−C = c‖εn+‖2`2 −C,
thus implying that (εn+) is uniformly bounded in `2(N).
Remark 44 (Weaker condition on V ) A careful study of the above proof and the one in
Appendix B.1 shows that the weaker condition given by V ′′(x) < cδ |x|−a−3/2 for any x ∈
(δ ,∞) is sufficient as long as (1) holds. Since we do not know of an interesting example of
an interaction potential which satisfies this weakened version of (Dec+), we have assumed
(Dec+) for convenience.
4.4 Properties of the limit energy and the Euler–Lagrange equation
From (7) and (39) we observe that E1∞ splits as
E1∞(ε, εˆ) = E
l
∞(ε)+E
r
∞(εˆ),
where E l∞ and E
r
∞ are identical. This splitting shows that the interaction between the two
boundary layers completely decouples as n→ ∞. For this reason we focus on E l∞ in the
remainder.
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Lemma 45 Let E l∞ and DomE l∞ be defined as in (7). E l∞ has a unique minimiser, denoted
ε¯ , on DomE l∞. Moreover, ε¯ ∈ int
(
DomE l∞
)
.
Proof We note that E l∞ is bounded from below by (42) and (40b). It is not identical to ∞,
because E l∞(0) = 0.
By the standard properties of Γ –convergence, Theorem 43 implies that the unique min-
imisers of E1n (see Section 4.1) converge to a minimiser of E
1
∞ in DomE
1
∞. Since E
1
∞ is
strictly convex (by the argument that implies the strict convexity of E1n in Section 4.1), the
minimiser is unique. By the argument at the beginning of the proof of (40b), it follows that
ε¯ ∈ int(DomE l∞).
To compare the Euler–Lagrange equation with the equation for the boundary layer in
(9), we change variables once more. Let ui be the blown-up perturbation of the particles
with respect to the equidistant configuration, i.e.
u(i) :=
i
∑
j=1
ε( j), u(0) := 0.
This transformation defines a bijection between DomE1∞ and the set of sequences given by
U :=
{(
0,u(1),u(2), . . .
)∣∣Du ∈ `2(N) and Du(i)≥−1 for all i≥ 1},
where Du denotes the finite difference
Du(i) = u(i)−u(i−1).
U is a subset of the Hilbert space
W :=
{(
0,u(1),u(2), . . .
)∣∣Du ∈ `2(N)} where (u,v)W = (Du,Dv)`2(N).
We note that U is a convex subset of W , and since ε¯ is in the interior of DomE l∞, it
holds that u¯, the image of ε¯ under this change of variable, is in the interior ofU . Therefore,
the Euler–Lagrange equation is given by
0 =
∂E1∞(u)
∂u(i)
, for all i≥ 1. (43)
By taking the derivative of E1∞, a straightforward calculation shows that the constant term in
φk vanishes, and that the linear term of φk cancels with the linear term involving σ∞. The
explicit form of (43) is given by
0 =
∞
∑
j=0
j 6=i
V ′
(
u(i)−u( j)+ i− j), for all i≥ 1,
0 = u(0),
Du ∈ `2(N).
(44)
It is easy to see that (44) is equivalent to (9).
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4.5 The case a < 3/2
Here we motivate why the case a < 3/2 is significantly different from Theorem 43. We do
this by separating two scenarios; a≤ 1 and 1 < a < 3/2.
Many steps in the proof of Theorem 43 require a > 1. The main reason for this require-
ment is that a≤ 1 does not guarantee integrability of the tail of V . Moreover, our choice for
the variables given by εn relies heavily upon the fact that the particles in the bulk should
be equispaced. As remarked above, this was expected due to the results of [31]: these break
down when the tail of V fails to be integrable.
The case 1 < a < 3/2 is more delicate. To illustrate that Theorem 43 does not hold, we
show that the functional E1∞ is not bounded from below in this case. As a consequence, it
would seem that there is a term which has an energy scaling which is neglected in this case,
and lies between the bulk energy due to the equispaced configuration and the boundary layer
energy. We expect that this term describes a correction to the bulk profile, which appears
because the boundary layers begin to interact with each other as the interactions become
more nonlocal.
To show that E1∞ is not bounded from below when 1< a< 3/2, we assume that V
′′(x)'
x−a−2 for large x, which implies (by a similar argument leading to (1)) that |V ′(x)| ' x−a−1
and V (x)' x−a for large x. We claim that σ∞i ' i1−a, which implies
σ∞ ∈ `p(N) ⇐⇒ p > 1
a−1 .
To prove this claim, we use V ′(x)' x−a−1 for large x to obtain
σ∞i =
∞
∑
k=i+1
(k− i)∣∣V ′(k)∣∣' ∞∑
j=1
j
( j+ i)a+1
for large i.
Then, we estimate from above and below to obtain the desired result:
σ∞i .
∞
∑
j=1
1
( j+ i)a
' i1−a,
σ∞i ≥
i
∑
j=1
j
(2i)a+1
+
∞
∑
j=i+1
1/2
( j+ i)a
' i1−a.
Next we estimate Q∞(ε) (i.e. the first term of E1∞ as in (39)) from above for (ε,ε) ∈
DomE1∞ satisfying−1/2≤ ε(i)≤ 0 for all i≥ 1. By first using Lemma 41 and then applying
Jensen’s inequality, we obtain
Q∞(ε) =
∞
∑
k=1
∞
∑
j=0
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
)
.
∞
∑
k=1
∞
∑
j=0
k−a−2k2
(
1
k
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
)2
≤
∞
∑
k=1
∞
∑
j=0
k−a−1
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)2.
By the computations in Appendix B.2 it then follows that
Q∞(ε).
∞
∑
j=1
( ∞
∑
k=1
k−a
)
ε2j ' ‖ε‖2`2(N).
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It is now easy to find (ε, εˆ) ∈ DomE1∞ for which E1∞(ε, εˆ) =−∞. We set ε(i) =−i−b/2
with 1/2 < b < 2−a and εˆ = ε . By these choices, we have
(σ∞,ε)`2(N) '−
∞
∑
i=1
i1−ai−b ≤−
∞
∑
i=1
1
i
=−∞,
Q∞(ε).
∞
∑
i=1
1
i2b
=C,
and analogous estimates for εˆ , and thus E1∞(ε, εˆ) =−∞.
5 Numerical computations of the solutions to (2) and (9)
In this section, we investigate by means of numerical computations to what extent the so-
lution to the equation for the boundary layer in (9) matches with the solution to the force
balance in (2) for several values of n. In §5.1 we describe our numerical method for solving
the ‘infinite’ force balance (9). In §5.2 and §5.3 we compare the solutions of (2) for vari-
ous values of n to the solution of (9) for respectively two physically–motivated choices of
the interaction potential V . In §5.4 we use these solutions to compute the force which the
particles exert on the barriers (see (10)–(12)).
5.1 Numerical method for solving equation (9) for the boundary layer
To approximate the infinite sum in (9) by a finite sum which depends on a finite set of
unknowns, we assume the particles to be equispaced after a fixed index I, i.e. χ( j) = χ(I)+
( j− I) for all j ≥ I. This choice is equivalent to finding the minimiser of E l∞ (defined in
(7)) in the finite dimensional set
{
ε ∈DomE l∞
∣∣ε( j) = 0 for all j > I}, and the related force
balance can be written as
0 =
I
∑
j=0
j 6=i
−V ′(χ(i)−χ( j))−
∞
∑
j=I+1
V ′(χ(i)−χ(I)+ I− j), ∀ i = 1, . . . , I. (45)
In order to evaluate the infinite sum in (45) numerically, we introduce a second approxi-
mation. We use the Euler–Maclaurin summation formula (see, for example, [9]) to approxi-
mate the tail of the sum, given by all indices j which are larger than some fixed index J > I,
with an integral. To this end, we use oddness of V ′ to rewrite the infinite sum in (45) as
∞
∑
j=I+1
V ′(χ(i)−χ(I)+ I− j)
=
J−1
∑
j=I+1
V ′(χ(i)−χ(I)+ I− j)−
∞
∑
k=0
V ′(χ(I)−χ(i)− I+ J+ k).
The Euler–Maclaurin summation formula gives us the result that
∞
∑
k=0
V ′(χ(I)−χ(i)+ J− I+ k)
=
∫ ∞
0
V ′(χ(I)−χ(i)+ J− I+ r) dr− 12V ′(χ(I)−χ(i)+ J− I)+R,
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where the remainder term R is given by (assuming that V ∈C3([J− I,∞)))
R :=
∫ ∞
0
B2({r})
2
V ′′′(χ(I)−χ(i)+ J− I+ r) dr, (46)
where B2({·}) is the 1-periodic extension of the second Bernoulli polynomial. If we further
assume that V ′′′ ≤ 0, we can use ‖B2({·})‖∞ = 16 to estimate
|R| ≤ 1
12
∣∣∣∣∫ ∞0 V ′′′(χ(I)−χ(i)+ J− I+ r) dr
∣∣∣∣= 112V ′′(χ(I)−χ(i)+ J− I). |J− I|−a−2.
Depending on the regularity and monotonicity properties of a given V , we can obtain stronger
estimates on R by using integration by parts in (46).
Neglecting R, we obtain the following non-linear system of equations from (45):
0 =−1
2
V ′(χ(i)−χ(J))−V (χ(i)−χ(J))−
J−1
∑
j=0
j 6=i
V ′(χ(i)−χ( j)), ∀ i = 1, . . . , I,
χ( j) = χ(I)+ j− I, ∀ j = I+1, . . . ,J,
χ(0) = 0.
(47)
While (2) and (47) are both nonlinear systems of respectively n and I unknowns, we wish
to highlight the practical benefits of solving (47) rather than (2). First, we expect that I can
be chosen much smaller than n without loss of accuracy, since (47) only includes explicitly
the boundary effect at the left barrier, whereas (2) also requires to solve for the bulk and the
boundary layer at the right barrier. Second, Theorem 43 implies (apart from the error induced
by I and J) that the solution to (47), which needs to be computed only once, approximates
the boundary layer in the n-dependent solution of (2) for any n large enough. Third, our
numerical method to approximate the infinite system (9) by (47) is ad hoc; we believe that
it can be improved in terms of accuracy and computational efficiency by exploiting the
boundary condition in (9) in a more sophisticated manner.
5.2 Computations for the homogeneous potential V2(x) = x−2
The potential V2(x) = x−2 is a special case of the setting in [20], and models the interac-
tion between dislocation dipoles. It satisfies all basic assumptions in §1.1, as well as both
strengthened hypotheses (Reg+) and (Dec+) given in §1.2.
Taking V =V2, we compute numerically xn ∈Dn as the solution to (2) for various values
of n, and χ(1), . . . ,χ(I) as the solution to (47) with I = 103 and J− I = 102. We extend χ to
a sequence χ : N→ R by setting χ( j) = χ(I)+ j− I for all j > I. Given xn and χ , we use
(6) to define
χn(i) := nxn(i) and εn(i) := n[xn(i)− xn(i−1)]−1 (48)
as alternative representations of xn, and
ε(i) := χ(i)−χ(i−1)−1 and x(i;n) := 1nχ(i) (49)
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as alternative representations of χ . Similar to Figure 3 we define the discrete approximation
of the particle density on [0,1] as
ρn(i) :=
2
χn(i+1)−χn(i−1) for all i = 1, . . . ,n−1, (50)
ρ(i) :=
2
χ(i+1)−χ(i−1) for all i = 1,2, . . . , (51)
which we represent as piecewise affine functions ρˆn(y) and ρˆ(y) for the microscopic variable
y ∈ (0,n) by linear interpolation of the sets of grid points given respectively by
(χn(i),ρn(i))n−1i=1 and (χ(i),ρ(i))
∞
i=1.
In addition, we set ρn(x) := ρˆn(nx) and ρ(x;n) := ρˆ(nx) for the macroscopic variable x ∈
(0,1). We note that the graphs of ρn(x) and ρ(x;n) are equal to the linear interpolation of
the sets of grid points (xn(i),ρn(i))n−1i=1 and (x(i;n),ρ(i))
∞
i=1.
Figure 7 compares the boundary layer profiles of the solutions to (2) and (47) expressed
in the variables εn and ε . Since Theorem 43 and Lemma 45 imply that εn converges to the
exact solution to (9) as n→ ∞ in the convergence specified in (38), Figure 7 illustrates that
our numerically computed χ is a good approximation of the exact solution to (9).
 
 
i
εn(i)
100 20 30
−0.1
0
ε(i)
n = 212
n = 29
n = 26
Fig. 7 Comparison between the solutions of (2) and (47) expressed in the variables εn (48) and ε (49). The
three line plots of εn(i) for n = 26,29,212 illustrate the convergence to ε (×).
Next we test the rate of convergence at which εn(i) converges to ε(i) as n→∞ for fixed
i. To bypass the dependence of χ on I and J, we consider the incremental error given by
dn(i) := |εn(i)− ε2n(i)| for any fixed i≤ n2 . (52)
Figure 8 illustrates the decay rate of dn(i). This rate is consistent with (27), which states that
dn(i)∼ 1n logn.
Figure 9.(a) illustrates the discrete densities ρˆn(y) and ρˆ(y) (defined below (51)) on the
left part of the microscopic domain y ∈ [0,n]. It suggests that χ gives a good approximation
of the boundary layer in χn for large values of n, and that the size of the boundary layer
is O(1) on the micro-scale. Figure 9.(b) illustrates the corresponding profiles ρn(x) and
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n
dn(i)
102 103
10−2
10−3
dn(1)
dn(9)
dn(81)
C
logn
n
−1
Fig. 8 Given the solutions xn to (2) for for n = 24,25, . . . ,212, the decay rate of the incremental error dn(i)
(computed from (52) and (48)) is illustrated as a function of n for i = 1,9,81. The graphs n 7→ dn(i) hardly
dependent of i; the graphs of n 7→ dn(i) for i = 3,27 are omitted since they are visibly indistinguishable from
those for i = 9,81. The decay rate of dn(i) seems similar to O(n−1 logn).
ρ(x;n) on the macroscopic domain x = yn ∈ [0,1]. We interpret ρ(x;n) as the improvement
of the continuum density ρ ≡ 1 (which is obtained in [31]), which approximates the ‘exact’
discrete density ρn(x) increasingly well as n increases. We note that ρ(x;n) only depends
on n through a rescaling; ρ has to be computed only once from (47).
 
 
(b)
x
ρ
0 0.05 0.1
1.1
1
ρn(x)
ρ(x;n)
 
 
(a)
y
ρˆ
1.1
1
100 20 30
ρˆn, n = 26
ρˆn, n = 28
ρˆn, n = 210
ρˆ
Fig. 9 Comparison between the solutions of (2) and (47) represented respectively by their ‘discrete’ densities
ρˆn and ρˆ (see (50), (51) and the paragraph below them) on both: (a) the micro-scale y ∈ [0,n], and (b)
the macro-scale x = yn ∈ [0,1]. In (b), both the dashed and solid graphs correspond from right to left to
n = 26,28,210.
The n-dependent offset between ρˆn and ρˆ may be further reduced by computing and
solving numerically the higher-order terms χ˜∗ and χ˜ in the expansion in (27). It is beyond
the scope of this section to pursue this further correction to ρˆ .
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5.3 Computations for the dislocation wall potential
The potential describing the interaction of dislocation walls [16] is given by
Vwall(x) := xcothx− log |2sinhx|. (53)
It satisfies all assumptions listed in §1.1, including (Reg+) and (Dec+) for any a ∈ R as
defined in §1.2.
We repeat the numerical computation in §5.2 with V2 replaced by Vwall. We compute χ
from (47) with I = 200 and J− I = 20 (the exponential tails of V allow us to take smaller
values for I and J without loss of significant accuracy). Figures 10, 11 and 12 are respectively
the counterparts of Figures 7, 8 and 9 for V2 replaced by Vwall. Since most observations in
§5.2 are similar to those for Figures 10, 11 and 12, we focus on the differences.
 
 
i
εn(i)
100 20 30
0
10−2
ε(i)
n = 212
n = 29
n = 26
Fig. 10 Same setup as in Figure 7, but here εn and ε are computed for V =Vwall instead of V2. The data for
εn(1) are −O(10−1), which are relatively far away from the range of the vertical axis.
An intriguing difference with Figure 7 is that the profiles of εn and ε in Figure 10 are
not monotone. This observation shows that different potentials satisfying our imposed as-
sumptions can result in qualitatively different boundary layer profiles. Moreover, the values
of εn(i) and ε(i) for i≥ 2 are an order of magnitude smaller than those obtained in §5.2, and
they decay faster to 0 as i increases. This decay is in line with (4).
Figure 11 strongly suggests that the incremental errors dn(i) defined in (52) decay as
n−1. Again, this rate of decay is in line with the theoretical result in (27), even though Vwall
is not homogeneous.
Figure 12.(b) illustrates a ‘dip’ in the density profiles of both ρn(x) and ρ(x;n). This
curious dip corresponds to the non-monotonicity in Figure 10, and was also observed in the
boundary layer profiles of [15] which are computed with the same potential Vwall, but for a
different scaling regime than that in our setting introduced in §1.1.
5.4 Force on the barriers
Given xn and χ as either computed in §5.2 for V =V2 or in §5.3 for V =Vwall, we compute
the force which the particles exert on the barrier as given by:
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n
dn(i)
102 103
10−2
10−3
10−4
dn(1)
dn(9)
dn(81)
−1
Fig. 11 Same setup as in Figure 8. Here, dn is computed for V = Vwall instead of V2. Again, the graphs of
n 7→ dn(i) for i = 3,27 are visibly indistinguishable from those for i = 9,81, and are therefore omitted.
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1.05
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ρn(x)
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ρˆ
1.05
1
100 20 30
ρˆn, n = 26
ρˆn, n = 28
ρˆn, n = 210
ρˆ
Fig. 12 Same setup as in Figure 9. Here, the density profiles are computed for V =Vwall instead of V2.
– Fn(xn) in (10) for the solution of (2);
– F(χ) in (10) for the solution of (47);
– F˜ in (11) for the equispaced particle configuration.
More specifically, we compute F(χ) and F˜ by the same approximation leading to (47), i.e.,
F(χ) =−
J−1
∑
i=1
V ′(χ(i))− 1
2
V ′(χ(J))+V (χ(J)),
F˜ =−
J−1
∑
i=1
V ′(i)− 1
2
V ′(J)+V (J),
where J = 1100 in §5.2 and J = 220 in §5.3.
Table 2 shows the values of the force on the barrier and the predictions thereof as men-
tioned above. In §1.3 we discuss the implications of Table 2.
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n V2 Vwall
Fn(xn)
23 2.750 1.059
24 2.937 1.100
25 3.071 1.122
26 3.158 1.133
27 3.213 1.139
28 3.246 1.142
29 3.265 1.143
210 3.276 1.144
211 3.282 1.145
212 3.286 1.145
F(χ) 3.289 1.145
F˜ 2.404 0.913
Table 2 Values for the force which the particles exert on the barrier for two choices of the potential V and
for various values of n. The formulae for the forces are specified in §5.4.
A Technical details of asymptotic matching
A.1 Asymptotic analysis using the bulk ansatz
We obtain asymptotic solutions for x(i) in both the bulk and boundary layer regimes using the method of
matched asymptotic expansions. The method that we use involves matching with an intermediate variable,
and is analogous to the methods used in [20,43]. Whereas [20,43] concentrate on leading-order matching,
we use the method to obtain higher order corrections. We begin by introducing a continuum bulk ansatz,
x(i;n) = ξ (in−1;n), which we assume to be valid when i 1 and n− i 1. At the same time, we introduce
a discrete boundary layer ansatz, x(i;n) = n−1χ(i;n), which we assume to be valid when i n. Thus, both
ansatzes are assumed to be valid asymptotic expansions when 1 i n.
This means that we can introduce an arbitrary K with 1 K n and use the boundary layer ansatz for
x(i;n) when i≤ K or i≥ n−K and use the bulk ansatz for x(i;n) when K < i < n−K. By the principles that
underly the method of matched asymptotic expansions, the precise dependence of K on n should not matter;
the behaviour of ξ (s;n) as s→ 0 should match with the behaviour of χ(i;n) as i→∞ so as to yield consistent
asymptotic expressions for x(i) when 1 i n regardless of whether i is treated as being in the bulk regime
or the boundary layer regime. We think of K as an arbitrary intermediate point where we connect the bulk
ansatz with the boundary layer ansatz.
We make the following assumptions about the behaviour of ξ (s;n) and χ(i;n):
(MinSpacing) There exists M > 0 such that χ(i+1)−χ(i)≥M whenever i n, and ξ ′(s)≥M whenever
s n−1 and 1− s n−1.
(ξ -Smooth) ξ ∈C∞((η ,1−η)) for any choice of η where n−1 η  1.
As previously, these statements must all hold true in the asymptotic limit as n→∞where ξ and χ are replaced
with
ξ (s) =
Q
∑
k=0
n−bkξk(s)+O
(
n−bQ+1
)
, and χ(i) =
P
∑
j=0
n−β j χ j(i)+O
(
n−βP+1
)
,
respectively for any choices of P and Q.
We note that (MinSpacing) implies that χ(i+1)−χ(i)≥M whenever i≤ K, and equally that
n
∫ i+1
n
i
n
ξ (s)ds≥M,
whenever i ≥ K, regardless of the choice of K as long as 1  K  n. Hence, (MinSpacing) implies a
minimum separation between particles that holds uniformly in n independently of the choice of ‘cutoff’
between the bulk region and the boundary layer region.
We also note that replacing χ and ξ with their leading order approximations in (MinSpacing) and
considering the limits as n→ ∞, yields the result that χ0(i+ 1)− χ0(i) ≥ M and ξ ′0(s) ≥ M throughout.
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Additionally, we observe that (MinSpacing) places growth restrictions on higher order corrections to χ and
ξ ′. Specifically, it means that χ j(i+ 1)− χ j(i) cannot grow (negatively) at a rate greater than iβ j as i→ ∞,
and that ξ ′k(s) cannot grow (negatively) at a rate greater than s
−bk as s→ 0.
We further use the symmetry of the problem to assert that ξ (1− s) = 1− ξ (s) and that x(n− i) =
1− n−1χ(n− i;n) when n− i = O(1). We also assume that the bulk ansatz and the discrete boundary layer
ansatz are the only scalings that we need to consider for the method of matched asymptotic expansions.
That is, we assume that there is no distinguished intermediate scaling between i = ord(n) and i = ord(1). A
justification of this assumption can be obtained by using the methods described in §2.3.
Given that V (x) = |x|−a, the force balance equation from (2) yields
an−a−1
( i
∑
k=1
[
x(i)− x(i− k)]−a−1− n−i∑
k=1
[
x(i+ k)− x(i)]−a−1)= 0. (54)
In the remainder of this section, we concentrate on analysing force balance in the bulk, where i= ord(n).
As described above, we split the sums into regions where we apply the continuum ansatz for x(i± k) and
regions where we apply the discrete ansatz:
an−a−1
K−1
∑
k=0
([
ξ (in−1)−n−1χ(k)]−a−1− [1−ξ (in−1)−n−1χ(k)]−a−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
S0
+an−a−1
( i−K
∑
k=1
[
ξ (in−1)−ξ ([i− k]n−1)]−a−1− n−K−i∑
k=1
[
ξ ([i+ k]n−1)−ξ (in−1)]−a−1)= 0. (55)
Since K  n, the sum marked S0 in (55) is o(n−a). From previously, we recognise that the leading order
terms in the bulk force balance will be ord(n−1); hence, it will be possible to obtain expressions for ξ (s) up
to o(n−(a−1)) while entirely neglecting any contributions from S0. Higher order corrections to ξ (s) may be
obtained by expanding the summand of S0 using Taylor series, and then exploiting the properties of χ(i).
While it is possible to carry out these manipulations, we do not consider these high-order corrections in detail
in this paper.
We can therefore follow the approach used previously and neglect S0. This leads us to define the fol-
lowing force function, F(s), noting that force balance in the bulk requires F(s) = o(n−a) for all s = in where
i = ord(n) and n− i = ord(n):
F(s) := an−a−1
[ bsn−Kc
∑
k=1
[
ξ (s)−ξ (s− kn−1)]−a−1− bn−K−snc∑
k=1
[
ξ (s+ kn−1)−ξ (s)]−a−1].
We now separate F(s) into three parts as previously, introducing an arbitrary integer H where n
a
a+1 H n:
F(s) = an−a−1
H
∑
k=1
([
ξ (s)−ξ (s− kn−1)]−a−1− [ξ (s+ kn−1)−ξ (s)]−a−1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:S1
+an−a−1
bsnc−K
∑
k=H+1
[
ξ (s)−ξ (s− kn−1)]−a−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:S2
−an−a−1
bn−snc−K
∑
k=H+1
[
ξ (s+ kn−1)−ξ (s)]−a−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:S3
. (56)
We note that H  n aa+1 places restrictions on K, since we require K H in order for the sums S2 and
S3 to contain large numbers of terms. This lower bound on K might suggest the presence of a distinguished
scaling between i = ord(n) and i = ord(1), so that there is a continuum boundary layer problem to solve
between the continuum bulk problem and the discrete boundary layer. We expect that the methods in §2.3
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could be used to show that no such continuum boundary layer problem can exist and that hence the bulk
ansatz is valid for all i 1, but we do not pursue this analysis further.
We begin our analysis of (56) by considering S2. Using the Euler–Maclaurin summation formula with
an offset from the integers (see, for example, [39]), we find that
S2 = an−a
∫ s−Hn−1
Kn−1
du
[ξ (s)−ξ (u)]a+1
−an−a−1
(
1
2[ξ (s)−ξ (s−Hn−1)]a+1 +
B1({sn})
[ξ (s)−ξ (Kn−1)]a+1
)
+a(a+1)n−a−1
∫ s−Hn−1
Kn−1
B1({sn+un})ξ ′(u)
[ξ (s)−ξ (u)]a+2 du, (57)
where B1({·}) is the 1-periodic extension of the first Bernoulli polynomial. Using (MinSpacing) we observe
that ξ (s)−ξ (s−Hn−1)≥MHn−1 and that ξ (s)−ξ (Kn−1) = ord(1). Using Ho¨lder’s inequality to show that
the integral remainder term is asymptotically no larger than the terms on the second line of (57), we therefore
find that
S2 = an−a
∫ s−Hn−1
Kn−1
du
[ξ (s)−ξ (u)]a+1 +O(H
−a−1).
An identical argument applies to S3. Using the fact that H n
a
1+a and K n, we can combine the expansions
of S2 and S3 to show that
S2 +S3 = an−a
[∫ s−Hn−1
0
du
[ξ (s)−ξ (u)]a+1 −
∫ 1
s+Hn−1
du
[ξ (u)−ξ (s)]a+1
]
+o(n−a). (58)
Now consider S1. Using Taylor’s theorem, (ξ -Smooth) implies that ξ (s± kn−1) can be approximated
by the series
ξ (s± kn−1)∼ ξ (s)±ξ ′(s)kn−1 + 12 ξ ′′(s)k2n−2 + . . . ,
which is asymptotic for any k n and s n−1. Since k≤H n in S1 and s= ord(1) in our present analysis,
we can apply this asymptotic expansion throughout. This yields
S1 ∼ a
H
∑
k=1
k−a−1
([
ξ ′(s)− 12 kn−1ξ ′′(s)+ 16 k2n−2ξ ′′′(s)+ . . .
]−a−1
− [ξ ′(s)+ 12 kn−1ξ ′′(s)+ 16 k2n−2ξ ′′′(s)+ . . .]−a−1). (59)
Noting that kn−1 1, we can apply the binomial series and rearrange to obtain
S1 ∼
H
∑
k=1
k−a−1
(
(−a)2ξ ′′(s)
[
ξ ′(s)
]−a−2kn−1 +[ 112 (−a)2[ξ ′(s)]−a−2ξ ′′′′(s)
+ 16 (−a)3
[
ξ ′(s)
]−a−3ξ ′′(s)ξ ′′′(s)+ 124 (−a)4[ξ ′(s)]−a−4[ξ ′′(s)]3]k3n−3 +O(k5n−5)) (60)
where (·)r is the Pochhammer symbol, defined so that (α)r := α · (α−1) · · ·(α− r+1). Since the summand
in equation (60) is obtained by taking compositions of functions defined as formal series, we can use the
properties of partial Bell polynomials (see, for example, [11,45]) to obtain a general expression for the terms
in the summand of (60). Specifically, we find that
S1 ∼
H
∑
k=1
∞
∑
p=0
Bp[ξ ](s)k−a+2pn−(2p+1), (61)
where
Bp[ξ ](s) :=
(
2
(2p+1)!
2p+1
∑
q=1
Y2p+1,q
[
ξ ′′(s)
2
,
ξ ′′′(s)
3
, . . . ,
ξ (2p−q+3)
2p−q+3
]
(−a)q+1
[
ξ ′(s)
]−a−1−q)
, (62)
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and Yp,q(t1, t2, . . . , tp−q+1) is a partial Bell polynomial. These polynomials are defined by the expression
Yp,q(t1, t2, . . . , tp−q+1) =∑ p!r1!r2! · · · rp−q+1!
( t1
1!
)r1 ( t2
2!
)r2 · · · ( tp−q+1
(p−q+1)!
)rp−q+1
,
where the sum is taken over all integer sequences {r1, r2, . . . , rp−q+1} where
p−q+1
∑
k=1
krk = p, and
p−q+1
∑
k=1
rk = q.
As described in [11], partial Bell polynomials have the property that
1
q!
[
∞
∑
j=1
x j
j!
t j
]q
=
∞
∑
p=q
Yp,q(t1, t2, . . . , tp−q+1)
xp
p!
.
It is this property of partial Bell polynomials that makes it possible to obtain (62) from (59).
Since kn−1 1, it is possible to swap the order of summation in (61) while still retaining asymptoticity:
S1 ∼
∞
∑
p=0
Bp[ξ ](s)n−(2p+1)
H
∑
k=1
k−a+2p.
To evaluate the sum over k, we note from [20] that the asymptotic behaviour of the generalised harmonic
numbers is given by
H
∑
k=1
k−r =

ζ (r)− 1r−1 H−(r−1)+O(H−r), r > 1,
log(H)+ γ+O(H−1), r = 1,
O(H1−r), r < 1,
where γ is the Euler–Mascheroni constant. Then, from n
a
a+1  H n we obtain
H
∑
k=1
k−a+2pn−(2p+1) =

ζ (a−2p)n−(2p+1)− (Hn−1)−(a−2p−1)a−2p−1 n−a +o(n−a), 2p < a−1,(
log(H)+ γ
)
n−a +o(n−a) 2p = a−1,
o(n−a), 2p > a−1,
and (61) yields
S1 =
d a−12 e−1
∑
p=0
(
Bp[ξ ](s)
[
ζ (a−2p)n−(2p+1)− (Hn
−1)−(a−2p−1)
a−2p−1 n
−a
])
+1a∈2N+1B a−1
2
[ξ ](s)
[
log(H)+ γ
]
n−a +o(n−a). (63)
In order to simplify this expression into a form where it can be combined with (58), it is useful to
introduce finite part integration. Following [28,32], we define the one-sided finite part integral for functions
that are well-behaved apart from a possible singularity at zero, and which satisfy
ψ(u) =
ϒ−1
∑
j=0
c ju−a j + cϒ u−1 +O(u−1+δ ), as u→ 0,
where a0 > a1 > .. . > aϒ−1 > 1 and δ > 0. In this case, we define
−
∫ y
0
ψ(u)du := lim
η→0
[∫ y
η
ψ(u)du−
ϒ−1
∑
j=0
c jη−(a j−1)
a j−1 − cϒ log
1
η
]
. (64)
From (61), we note that
a
[
ξ (s)−ξ (s−u)]−a−1−a[ξ (s+u)−ξ (s)]−a−1 = b a−12 c∑
p=0
Bp[ξ ](s)u−(a−2p)+O
(
u1+2b a2 c−a
)
.
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Then, using (64), we obtain
−
∫ y
0
a
[
ξ (s)−ξ (s−u)]−a−1−a[ξ (s+u)−ξ (s)]−a−1 du
=−
d a−12 e−1
∑
p=0
Bp[ξ ](s)
y−(a−2p−1)
a−2p−1 +1a∈2N+1B a−12 [ξ ](s) log(y)+o(1)
as y→ 0. Hence, (63) becomes
S1 =
d a−12 e−1
∑
p=0
Bp[ξ ](s)ζ (a−2p)n−(2p+1)
+an−a−
∫ Hn−1
0
[
ξ (s)−ξ (s−u)]−a−1− [ξ (s+u)−ξ (s)]−a−1 du
+1a∈2N+1B a−1
2
[ξ ](s)
[
log(n)+ γ
]
n−a +o(n−a).
Combining with (58), we therefore find that
F(s) =
d a−12 e−1
∑
p=0
Bp[ξ ](s)ζ (a−2p)n−(2p+1)
+
(
1a∈2N+1B a−1
2
[ξ ](s)
[
log(n)+ γ
]
+a−
∫ 1
0
sgn(s−u)
|ξ (s)−ξ (u)|a+1 du
)
n−a +o
(
n−a
)
. (65)
In the more general case where V satisfies (30), we find that much of the argument outlined in this section
still holds. Since it is possible to approximate V ′(x) by −ax−a−1 for large x, we find that S2 +S3 will still be
given by (58). The most significant changes required to generalise our argument involve the manipulation of
S1. Repeated use of Taylor series (analogous to the manipulations of V in §2.2) are needed to obtain a new
definition forBp for a general V ; specifically, we find that (−a)q+1[ξ ′(s)]−a−1−q in (62) should be replaced
with ka+1+qV (q+1)[ξ ′(s)k].
While it is true that
ka+1+qV (q+1)[ξ ′(s)k]→ (−a)q+1[ξ ′(s)]−a−1−q as k→ ∞,
the fact that the modified definition of Bp involves k creates complications for the manipulation of sums
involving k through the rest of the argument. Ultimately, we find that the asymptotic properties of these sums
mean that the approach outlined above remains valid, and that the analogous equation to (65) is
F(s) =
d a−12 e−1
∑
p=0
B¯p[ξ ](s)n−(2p+1)
+
(
1a∈2N+1
[
B˜ a−1
2
[ξ ](s) log(n)+G [ξ ]
]
+a−
∫ 1
0
sgn(s−u)
|ξ (s)−ξ (u)|a+1 du
)
n−a +o
(
n−a
)
,
where B¯p, B˜ a−1
2
, and G depend on V . Note that the terms which gave rise to the zeta function and Euler–
Mascheroni constant in (65) are replaced with new formulations that depend on V and ξ ′, but the overall
structure of the total force from (65) remains the same. We find that
B¯0[ξ ](s) = ξ ′′(s)
∞
∑
k=1
V ′′[ξ ′(s)k]k2, (66)
and that B¯p[ξ ], B˜ a−1
2
[ξ ] and G [ξ ] all evaluate to the zero function when ξ is affine. These observations
enable us to extend the results of the following section to more general potentials V that satisfy (30).
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A.2 Solving for higher order corrections in the bulk
We now return to the case where V (x) = |x|−a and we seek an asymptotic expansion of ξ (s) that will enable
(55) to be satisfied for integers i where i K and n− i K. If we restrict our analysis to corrections up to
ord
[
n−(a−1)
]
, we find that this is equivalent to seeking ξ (s) so that F(s) = o(n−a), and hence we can make
immediate use of (65). Thus, we begin by expanding ξ (s) as an asymptotic series as follows:
ξ (s) = ξ0(s)+
Q¯
∑
k=1
n−bkξk(s)+n−(a−1)ξ˜ (s)+o(n−(a−1)), 0 < b1 < .. . < bQ¯ < a−1; (67)
where Q¯ may perhaps be infinite or zero.
On substituting (67) into (65), we find that the largest nontrivial terms are recovered at O(n−1). These
yield the result that ζ (a)B0[ξ0](s) = 0. Using the definition ofBp[ξ ] in (62), this becomes
ζ (a)(−a)2ξ ′′0 (s)
[
ξ ′0(s)
]−a−2
= 0,
and hence ξ0(s) is affine. More specifically, we can use the leading order boundary conditions from (15) to
conclude that ξ ′0(s) = 1 and ξ0(s) = s.
In order to characterise the next nontrivial term in the expansion of F(s), we assume for the moment that
b1 < a−1 to avoid dealing with the singular integral term at O(n−a). Since ξ ′0(s) is constant and nonzero, it
follows from (62) thatBp[ξ0]≡ 0 for all p. Hence, the next nontrivial terms in the expansion of (65) appear
at O(n−1−b1 ), where we find that
ζ (a)(−a)2ξ ′′1 (s) = 0.
Again, we conclude that ξ1(s) is affine and we find that Bp[ξ0 + n−b1ξ1] ≡ 0 for all p. We cannot apply
boundary conditions to ξ1(s) at this stage, since the boundary conditions on ξ1 will depend on the matching
between the bulk solution and the boundary layer solution. However, we can use the symmetry of the force
balance problem to conclude that ξ1(s) =−ξ1(1− s) and hence
ξ1(s) = (s− 12 )p1
where p1 = ξ ′1(s) is a constant to be determined from matching with the boundary layer.
As long as bk < a−1 we can apply the same argument to show that ξk is affine. We will use this freedom
in the choice of bk later on to match with the boundary layer. For now, we rewrite the expansion of ξ in (67)
as
ξ (s) = s+ p¯(n)(s− 12 )+n−(a−1)ξ˜ (s)+o(n−(a−1))
where p¯ := p1n−b1 + p2n−b2 + . . ., so that p¯ 1. This yields
n−a
[
ζ (a)(−a)2ξ˜ ′′(s)+a−
∫ 1
0
sgn(s−u)
|s−u|a+1 du
]
= o(n−a).
Next we solve for ξ˜ . Since
a−
∫ 1
0
sgn(s−u)
|s−u|a+1 du = (1− s)
−a− s−a,
we have that
ξ˜ ′′(s) =
s−a− (1− s)−a
ζ (a)(−a)2 .
By using again the symmetry of the force balance (i.e. ξ˜ (s) =−ξ˜ (1− s)), we obtain
ξ˜ (s) =

s−(a−2)− (1− s)−(a−2)
ζ (a)(−a+2)4 +(s−
1
2 )p˜, a 6= 2
log(1− s)− log(s)
pi2
+(s− 12 )p˜, a = 2.
(68)
where p˜ is a constant to be determined from matching with the boundary layer.
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In the more general case where V satisfies (30), we still find that ξk(s) = pk(s− 12 ) whenever bk < a−1
as a consequence of the fact that B¯p[ξ ]≡ 0 when ξ is affine. We can also evaluate ξ˜ by using the definition
of B¯0 given in (66). This yields
ξ˜ (s) =

s−(a−2)− (1− s)−(a−2)
Z(V )(−a+2)2 +(s−
1
2 )p˜, a 6= 2
log(1− s)− log(s)
Z(V )
+(s− 12 )p˜, a = 2.
(69)
where
Z(V ) :=
∞
∑
k=1
V ′′(k)k2.
A.3 Asymptotic analysis in the boundary layer
We now return to assuming V (x) = |x|−a and seek solutions for χ j(i) by considering the case where i= ord(1)
in (54). We recall that we introduced K at the beginning of §A.1 so that 1 K  n, and hence K is in the
intermediate region where both the boundary layer ansatz and the bulk ansatz can be used.
Assuming i = ord(1), we split the sums in (54) to obtain
a
K
∑
k=0
k 6=i
sgn(i− k)
|χ(i)−χ(k)|a+1︸ ︷︷ ︸
S4
−an−a−1
n−K−1
∑
k=K+1
[
ξ (kn−1)−n−1χ(i)]−a−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
S5
−an−a−1
K
∑
k=0
[
1−n−1χ(k)−n−1χ(i)]−a−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
S6
= 0. (70)
Since all the terms in the summand of S6 are O(1), we find that S6 = O(Kn−a−1) = o(n−a). Moreover,
using (MinSpacing) we obtain that
S5 . n−a−1
n−K−1
∑
k=K+1
[
Mkn−1
]−a−1 . ∞∑
k=K
k−a−1 = O(K−a),
and hence (70) becomes
a
K
∑
k=0
k 6=i
sgn(i− k)|χ(i)−χ(k)|−a−1 = O(K−a). (71)
Following the methods described in §2.4, it follows that the leading order solution in the boundary layer
is a solution to the infinite system of algebraic equations
a
∞
∑
k=0
k 6=i
sgn(i− k)|χ0(i)−χ0(k)|−a−1 = 0, i = 1, 2, . . .
subject to the matching condition χ0(i)−χ0(i−1)→ 1 as i→ ∞.
To obtain higher order corrections, we begin by assuming an asymptotic power series expansion for χ(i).
As in §A.2, we will seek solutions up to ord[n−(a−1)] and thus it is convenient to introduce a power series of
the form
χ(i) = χ0(i)+
P¯
∑
j=1
n−β j χ j(i)+n−(a−1) χ˜(i)+o[n−(a−1)], 0 < β1 < .. . < βP¯ < a−1; (72)
where P¯ may be zero or infinite.
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As we discuss in §A.4, asymptotic matching implies that χ j(i)− χ j(i− 1) must have a finite limit as
i→ ∞ for any β j < a−1, and an identical result holds for χ˜(i)− χ˜(i−1). The fact that these limits are finite
enables us to make significant simplifications after we substitute (72) into (71). Applying the multinomial
expansion, we see that this yields
a
K
∑
k=0
k 6=i
sgn(i− k)|χ(i)−χ(k)|−a−1 ∼ a
K
∑
k=0
k 6=i
sgn(i− k)|χ0(i)−χ0(k)|−a−1
−n−β1 a(a+1)
K
∑
k=0
k 6=i
|χ0(i)−χ0(k)|−a−2 [χ1(i)−χ1(k)]
−n−β2 a(a+1)
K
∑
k=0
k 6=i
|χ0(i)−χ0(k)|−a−2 [χ2(i)−χ2(k)]
+
n−2β1
2
a(a+1)(a+2)
K
∑
k=0
k 6=i
|χ0(i)−χ0(k)|−a−3 [χ1(i)−χ1(k)]2 + . . .= O(K−a). (73)
Since χ j(i)−χ j(k)∼C j(i− k) for some constant C j as k→ ∞, it follows that
∞
∑
k=K+1
sgn(i− k)|χ0(i)−χ0(k)|−a−1 = O(K−a),
∞
∑
k=K+1
|χ0(i)−χ0(k)|−a−2 [χ1(i)−χ1(k)] = O(K−a),
and so on. This enables us to extend the sums in (73) to infinity without introducing significant errors. Choos-
ing K so that n1−
1
a  K n, we therefore find that (71) becomes
a
∞
∑
k=0
k 6=i
sgn(i− k)|χ0(i)−χ0(k)|−a−1
−n−β1 a(a+1)
∞
∑
k=0
k 6=i
|χ0(i)−χ0(k)|−a−2 [χ1(i)−χ1(k)]+ . . .= o[n−(a−1)].
Collecting ord(n−β1 ) terms, we obtain the following infinite homogeneous linear system for system for
χ1(i):
−a(a+1)
∞
∑
k=0
k 6=i
|χ0(i)−χ0(k)|−a−2 [χ1(i)−χ1(k)] = 0, i = 1, 2, . . . , (74)
where χ1(0) = 0 due to the fact that x(0) = 0. This system must be solved subject to some matching condition
that relates the behaviour of χ1(i) as i→ ∞ to the behaviour of the bulk solution as s→ 0. Since |χ0(i)−
χ0(k)|−a−2 = O(k−a−2) as k→ ∞, we observe that the sums in (74) are absolutely convergent when χ1(k) =
O(ka+1−δ ) for some δ > 0. Since asymptotic matching gives χ j(k) = O(k) as k→ ∞ for all β j < a− 1, it
follows that the sums in (74) are absolutely convergent for any i.
In §A.4, we show that asymptotic matching can be used to determine the exponents β j and bk . As we
will see, this analysis relies on the claim that if (74) is solved subject to the particular matching condition
χ1(i)− χ1(i− 1)→ 0, then the only possible solution is the trivial solution, χ1(i) ≡ 0. To prove this claim,
we observe that (74) is a linear equation of the type A χ1 = 0, where we interpret (χ1(i))∞i=1 as a sequence
and A as an infinite matrix A with entries
Ai j :=

−|χ0(i)−χ0( j)|−a−2, if i 6= j
∞
∑
k=0
k 6=i
|χ0(i)−χ0(k)|−a−2, if i = j
 , for i, j ≥ 1.
Since A is strictly diagonally dominant and symmetric, ζ 7→ ζ TA ζ is a positive, strictly convex function on
the space of sequences satisfying the matching condition ζ (i)− ζ (i−1)→ 0, and is thus uniquely globally
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minimised when ζ = 0. Since any χ1 satisfying χ1(k) = O(k) and A χ1 = 0 also satisfies χT1 A χ1 = 0, it
follows that χ1 = 0, which proves the claim.
A corollary of this claim is that any solution obtained to (74) subject to the matching condition χ1(i)−
χ1(i− 1)→ p is unique, since otherwise the difference between two such solutions would be a nonzero
solution to (74) that satisfies χ1(i)−χ1(i−1)→ 0.
From the form of (73), we observe that each higher correction χ j will satisfy an infinite linear system of
the form
−a(a+1)
∞
∑
k=0
k 6=i
|χ0(i)−χ0(k)|−a−2
[
χ j(i)−χ j(k)
]
= g j(i), i = 1, 2, . . . , (75)
where g j(i) is obtained from the ord(n−β j ) terms in the multinomial expansion of |χ(i)− χ(k)|−a−1, which
in turn only depend on χ0, . . . ,χ j−1. Once an appropriate matching condition is specified in the form χ j(i)−
χ j(i−1)→ q j for some constant q j , we find that there will be a unique solution for χ j . Similarly, χ˜ will satisfy
a linear system of the form given in (75), and the identical style of matching condition will be required.
We note that g j(i)will only be nonzero if β j can be expressed as the sum of βJ values (possibly including
repetitions) where J < j. For example, g2 will only be nonzero if β2 is a multiple of β1. Since the linear system
for χ j above is identical to the linear system for χ1, we see that χ j(i)− χ j(i−1) 6→ 0 as i→ ∞ is necessary
for χ j to have a nontrivial solution unless g j is nonzero. This is an important observation for performing the
matched asymptotic analysis in §A.4.
In the more general case where V satisfies (30), we find with very minor modifications of the analysis
above that each χ j satisfies the infinite linear system
−
∞
∑
k=0
k 6=i
V ′′
[
χ0(i)−χ0(k)
][
χ j(i)−χ j(k)
]
= g j(i), i = 1, 2, . . . ,
where the functions g j(i) are obtained from Taylor series expansions of V ′(χ(i)−χ(k)).
A.4 Matching between the bulk and the boundary layer
We established in §A.2 that ξ can be expanded as an asymptotic series of the form (67) where ξk(s) =
(s− 12 )pk and ξ˜ is given in (68). Additionally, we established in §A.3 that χ can be expanded as an asymptotic
series of the form (72), where χ j for j > 0 and χ˜ are all solutions to infinite linear systems subject to a
condition of the form χ j(i)− χ j(i− 1)→ q j (and similarly for χ˜). However, we have not yet characterised
the exponents bk and β j in the power series (67) and (72), neither have we determined the constants pk , p˜, q j
and q˜. We achieve this by using the method of matched asymptotic expansions.
We perform our asymptotic matching by introducing an intermediate matching variable, R, where R is an
integer with 1 R n. We assert that this R lies in the ‘overlap region’, so that both the bulk ansatz and the
boundary layer ansatz yield asymptotic series solutions for x(R;n) when 1 R n. This involves making
some assumptions about the asymptoticity of the bulk and boundary layer solutions outside the domains in
which they are naturally defined. For example, we recall that we assumed that i = ord(n) in order to obtain
the bulk equations described in §A.1. We now assert that the bulk series solution obtained in §A.2 remains
valid whenever i 1. That is, we assert that ξ0(Rn−1) n−bkξk(Rn−1) for any k > 0 as long as R 1.
Despite the fact that ξ˜ (s) becomes unbounded as s→ 0, we observe that this assumption is consistent with
comparing ξ0(s) = s with the solution for ξ˜ given in (68).
The matching variable, R, is distinct from the cut-off, K, used in several of the sums. We introduce the
matching variable in order to analyse the relationship between the solution of the discrete boundary layer
problem and the solution of the continuum bulk problem, whereas we introduce K in order to account for the
‘bulk’ and ‘boundary layer’ contributions to the force on any individual particle.
Asymptotic matching requires that ξ (Rn−1) and n−1χ(R) should be asymptotically equivalent through-
out the overlap region. That is, we require that
ξ0(Rn−1)+n−b1ξ1(Rn−1)+ . . .∼ n−1χ0(R)+n−β1−1χ1(R)+ . . . , (76)
for all choices of R with 1 R n. Each term obtained from expanding ξ (Rn−1) under the assumption that
Rn−1 is small should match with an equivalent term obtained from expanding n−1χ(R) under the assumption
that R is large. In the case where logarithmic terms and related complications are absent, this can be conve-
niently expressed using a matching table, in which the rows represent asymptotic expansions of n−bkξk(Rn−1)
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for small Rn−1 and the columns represent expansions of n−β j−1χ j(R) for large R. Every row and column of
the matching table should be a valid asymptotic series when 1 R n, and every term in the interior of the
table should be asymptotically larger than the terms below and to the right.
In order to construct a plausible matching table, we begin by exploiting the information that we already
have about the functions ξk and ξ˜ . Specifically, we observe from our analysis in §A.2 that
n−bkξk(Rn−1) =− pk2 n−bk + pkRn−bk−1, wherever bk < a−1, (77)
while the further assumption that a 6= 2 yields
n−(a−1)ξ˜ (Rn−1) =
1
ζ (a)(−a+2)4 R
−(a−2)n−1
−
(
1
ζ (a)(−a+2)4 +
p˜
2
)
n−(a−1)+
(
1
ζ (a)(−a+1)3 + p˜
)
Rn−a +O(R2n−(a+1)). (78)
Based on these results, we construct the following ‘matching table’ where each row and column can be
read as an equation:
x(i;n) ∼ n−1χ0(R) + n−β1−1χ1(R) + · · · + n−a χ˜(R) + · · ·
o o o o
ξ0(Rn−1) = Rn−1
+ +
n−b1ξ1(Rn−1) = − p12 n−b1 + p1Rn−b1−1
+ +
n−b2ξ2(Rn−1) = − p22 n−b2 + . . .
+ + +
...
...
...
. . .
+ +
n−(a−1)ξ˜ (Rn−1) ∼ κ˜4R−(a−2)n−1 + · · · + (κ˜3 + p˜)Rn−a + · · ·
+ + + +
...
...
...
. . .
...
. . .
where κ˜r := 1ζ (a)(−a+2)r .
The matching table illustrates the fact that each term in the expansions of n−bkξk(Rn−1) given in (77) and
(78) must correspond to an equivalent term in the asymptotic expansion of one of the functions n−β j−1χ j(R).
While the entries in the matching table above are based on the expansions of ξk , the columns must also be
valid series. This places significant restrictions on the choices of bk and β j; for example, inspection of the
n−1χ0(R) column of the matching table strongly suggests that b1 = 1.
More rigorously, we can determine the values of bk and β j without appealing directly to the matching
table. Since n−bkξk(Rn−1) is given by (77) when bk < a−1, we find that the only terms on the left hand side
of (76) that take the form cτυn−τRυ for nonzero cτυ are terms where υ = 1 or υ = 0 or υ ≤ τ−a+1. This
third possibility is associated with the case where bk ≥ a−1 and hence n−bkξk(Rn−1) may not be linear.
Since every term on the right hand side of (76) must balance with an identical term on the left hand side
of (76), this implies that
χ j(R) =
{
q jR+ qˆ j +O(Rβ j−(a−2)), β j < a−2;
q jR+O(Rβ j−(a−2)), a−2≤ β j < a−1;
(79)
where q j and qˆ j are constants. In order to match between equivalent terms on either side of (76), we find
that the values of the constants q j and qˆ j will be associated with values of pk . Since (79) is concerned with
the behaviour of χ j(R) when R is large, we note that differencing (79) also provides justification of the fact
that χ j(i)− χ j(i− 1) has a finite limit as i→ ∞ wherever β j < a− 1. More rigorously, this result could be
established by exploiting the assumed differentiability of ξ and considering asymptotic matching between
ξ ′(Rn−1) and χ(R)−χ(R−1).
Now, let us assume that there exists some bk in the range 0 < bk < a− 1. By matching terms on either
side of (76) and using (77), we find that both bk and bk−1 must be values taken by exponents β j . Since the
smallest β j is β0 = 0, it follows that bk ≥ 1. If a < 2, this leads to a contradiction with the requirement that
bk < a−1, and we would therefore conclude that there are no exponents bk in the range 0 < bk < a−1.
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The case where a> 2 is a little more complicated. In order to analyse this problem, we recall from §A.3
that if 0 < β j < a−1, then q j = 0 implies either that χ j(i) has only the trivial solution χ j(i) ≡ 0, or that β j
can be expressed as the sum of other βJ values (allowing possible repetitions), where all of these other βJ
are associated with nontrivial solutions for χJ(i). Using this result, we show that the only possible bk with
0 < bk < a−1 are the integers.
For the purposes of contradiction, assume that a > 2 and that there exists some smallest noninteger θ
in the range 0 < θ < a− 1 so that bk = θ is associated with a nontrivial solution for ξk . As noted above,
this implies that both θ − 1 and θ must be values taken by the exponents β j . Now, consider the function
χ j(i) associated with β j = θ − 1. Since this has a nontrivial solution, it follows that either q j 6= 0 or that
θ −1 can be expressed as the sum of βJ values associated with nontrivial solutions for χJ . However, q j 6= 0
would imply that the matching table contains a term of the form q jRn−θ , which must correspond to θ − 1
being a value taken by one of the bk; this would be a contradiction with the assumption that θ is the smallest
noninteger value of bk . Similarly, if θ −1 can be expressed as a sum of βJ values, at least one of these must
be noninteger, which would also lead to a contradictory noninteger value of bk less than θ .
For a 6= 2, we therefore find that the solution in the bulk region takes the form
ξ (s) = s+
da−2e
∑
k=1
pk(s− 12 )n−k +n−(a−1)ξ˜ (s)+o
(
n−(a−1)
)
,
where ξ˜ (s) is given in (68). Using either intermediate matching (as described above) or Van Dyke’s matching
criterion, we can use this expression to find the asymptotic behaviour of the functions χ j(i) as i→ ∞. It
follows that the solution in the boundary layer region takes the form
χ(i) = χ0(i)+
da−2e
∑
j=1
χ j(i)n− j +n−(a−1) χ˜(i)+o
(
n−(a−1)
)
. (80)
Moreover, we can use the matching table to define the asymptotic behaviour of χ j(i) as i→∞ in terms of
the constants pk and p˜ from the solution in the bulk region. Specifically, we find that the asymptotic behaviour
of χ j(i) for large i and a > 2 is given by
χ j(i) =

i− p12 + 1ζ (a)(−a+2)4 i
−(a−2)+o(i−(a−2)), j = 0;
p ji− p j+12 +O
(
i−(a−2− j)
)
, 0 < j < a−2;
p ji−
(
1
ζ (a)(−a+2)4 +
p˜
2
)
+o(1), j = a−2;
p ji+O
(
i−(a−2− j)
)
, a−2 < j < a−1,
(81)
The behaviour of χ˜(i) for large i is given by
χ˜(i) =
(
1
ζ (a)(−a+1)3 + p˜
)
i+o(i).
These expressions enable us to define the constants p j based on the solutions obtained for χ j(i). For
1≤ j < a−1, we see that
p j = 2 lim
i→∞
[
p j−1i−χ j−1(i)
]
,
where we take p0 = 1. If a is an integer, we also find that
p˜ = 2 lim
i→∞
[pa−1i−χa−1(i)]− 2ζ (a)(−a+2)4 .
If a is not an integer, we require that p˜ = − 2ζ (a)(−a+2)4 . If this were not the case, (78) would yield an
ord[R0n−(a−1)] term on the left hand side of (76) that could not be balanced by any equivalent term on
the right hand side of (76) without contradicting the result that χ has an expansion of the form given in (80).
In the case where a < 2, we recall that ξ (s) must take the form
ξ (s) = s+n−(a−1)
[
s−(a−2)− (1− s)−(a−2)
ζ (a)(−a+2)4 +(s−
1
2 )p˜
]
+o
(
n−(a−1)
)
.
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By the same argument as above for noninteger a when a > 2, we find that p˜ = − 2ζ (a)(−a+2)4 also when
a < 2. Hence, we find from (80) that χ(i) = χ0(i)+n−(a−1) χ˜(i) and that the asymptotic behaviours of these
functions are given by
χ0(i)∼ i+ 1ζ (a)(−a+2)4 i
−(a−2)+o(i−(a−2)), (82)
and
χ˜(i) = −aζ (a)(−a+2)4 i+o(i).
In the case where a= 2, the logarithm in (68) requires careful handling, and we find that some additional
terms that are logarithmically large in n need to be introduced. This makes it more difficult to construct a
matching table, but the arguments described above can still be used with some modifications. Ultimately, we
find that we can account for all logarithmic terms using the expansions
ξ (s) = s+n−1(logn)(s− 12 )p˜∗+n−1
[
log(1− s)− log(s)
pi2
+(s− 12 )p˜
]
+o(n−1)
and
χ(i) = χ0(i)+n−1(logn)χ˜∗(i)+n−1 χ˜(i)+o(n−1). (83)
Matching between the bulk and the boundary layer can then be achieved by setting p˜∗ = 2pi2 , and taking
p˜ = 2 lim
i→∞
[i−χ0(i)] .
While we have concentrated on obtaining terms up to ord[n−(a−1)] in our expansions of both ξ and χ , it
may be noted that further high order terms can also be obtained using the techniques of matched asymptotic
expansions. However, obtaining these high-order terms becomes much more algebraically laborious. In §A.1,
we commented that finding higher-order corrections requires us to expand S0 in (55) and exploiting the
properties of χ(i). In the same way, obtaining higher order corrections in the boundary layer would require
us to expand S5 and S6 in (70) and exploit the properties of ξ (s). Additionally, we find that the high order
solutions for ξk are no longer as simple as the expressions obtained when bk < a− 1, which causes the
matching table to become much more complicated.
As described in this section, formal asymptotic methods can be used to elucidate the structure of the
original discrete problem and determine the appropriate scalings for higher-order asymptotic analsyis. By the
principles of matched asymptotic expansions, we use information about the behaviour of the bulk solution
to construct the boundary layer solution and vice versa; this is where formal asymptotic analysis becomes
particularly useful. For example, our higher-order analysis of ξ gives us detailed information about the decay
properties of χ0. Indeed, combining (81), (82), and (83), we obtain the decay properties of χ0 as given by
(28), from which (4) follows.
In the general case where V satisfies (30), the coefficients of various terms change but the structure of the
asymptotic matching remains identical up to ord(n−(a−1)). Hence, we also find that the solution for ξ˜ given
in (69) can be used to obtain information about the decay behaviour of χ0 for a general V . From this, we find
that we can generalise (4) to obtain (31).
B Technical details and computations of §4
Given the notation in §4, we prove inequalities (40a) and (40b) in Appendix B.1, and derive the second
equality in (34) in Appendix B.2.
B.1 Proof of the inequalities (40a) and (40b) of Theorem 43
Proof (Proof of (40a)) Let εn 2⇀ (ε, εˆ) such that E1n (εn) is bounded. For the second term of E1n (εn) in (34),
we use the strong convergence of σn (see Lemma 42) to obtain(
σn,εn + εˆn
)
`2(N)
n→∞−−−→ (σ∞,ε+ εˆ)
`2(N). (84)
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We bound Qn(εn) in (34) from below by dropping some terms in the summation. We set Rn := bn/2c,
and estimate
Qn(εn) =
n
∑
k=1
n−k
∑
j=0
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)
≥
Rn
∑
k=1
Rn−k
∑
j=0
[
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)
+φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εˆn(l)
)]
.
To pass to the liminf as n→ ∞, we use Fatou’s Lemma, by which we interpret the double sum as an integral
over the lattice N2+. We focus on the first term in the summand, because the second term involving εˆn can
be estimated analogously. For the pointwise lower bound (as n→ ∞ with k and j fixed) of the summand, we
interpret ∑k+ jl= j+1 ε
n
l as an inner product of ε
n with an n-independent sequence consisting of 1’s and 0’s. Then
the fact that εn,1/2 ⇀ ε implies
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn,1/2(l) n→∞−−−→
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l) for all k, j ≥ 1.
Since Lemma 41 implies that φk is positive and lower semicontinuous, it follows that
liminf
n→∞ φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn,1/2l
)
≥ φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
)
for all k, j ≥ 1.
This shows that the hypotheses of Fatou’s Lemma are satisfied, and thus
liminf
n→∞
n
∑
k=1
n−k
∑
j=0
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)
≥
∞
∑
k=1
∞
∑
j=0
[
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
)
+φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εˆ(l)
)]
.
Proof (Proof of (40b)) Let (ε, εˆ) ∈ DomE1∞ such that E1∞(ε, εˆ) =: C < ∞. Then ε, εˆ ∈ `2(N)⊂ `∞(N), and
E1∞(ε, εˆ)≥ φ1
(
ε(i)
)
+φ1
(
εˆ( j)
)−‖σ∞‖`2(N)‖ε+ εˆ‖`2(N) for all i, j ≥ 1.
Hence, there exists a δ > 0 such that
ε, εˆ ∈ Xδ :=
{
ε ∈ `2(N)
∣∣∣δ −1≤ ε(i)≤ 1δ , for all i ∈ N}.
Next we construct a recovery sequence. As in [23], we note that the constraint that ∑∞i=1 εn(i) = 0 need
not be preserved in the limit as n→ ∞. We take this into account by introducing 1 Sn  n as the index
where we match the boundary layer with the bulk. We note that as n→∞, it holds that Sn→∞ and Sn/n→ 0.
We further set
un :=
Sn
∑
i=1
ε(i), and uˆn :=
Sn
∑
i=1
εˆ(i). (85)
We now define the recovery sequence
εn(i) :=

ε(i) i ∈ {1, . . . ,Sn},
− un + uˆn
n−2Sn i ∈ {Sn +1, . . . ,n−Sn},
εˆ(n+1− i) i ∈ {n−Sn +1, . . . ,n}.
(86)
It is easily checked that ∑ni=1 εn(i) = 0 and εn(i)≥−1 for n large enough, hence εn ∈ DomE1n .
To show that εn 2−→ (ε, εˆ), we prove that εn,1/2 → ε in `2(N), and conclude by an analogous argument
that εˆn,1/2→ εˆ in `2(N). To this end, we estimate
‖ε− εn,1/2‖2
`2(N) =
dn/2e
∑
i=Sn+1
(
ε(i)+ un+uˆnn−2Sn
)2
+
∞
∑
i=dn/2e+1
ε(i)2 ≤ 2
dn/2e
∑
i=Sn+1
( un+uˆn
n−2Sn
)2
+2
∞
∑
i=Sn+1
ε(i)2. (87)
The second term in the right-hand side of (87) converges to 0 as n→ ∞ because ε ∈ `2(N). To show that the
first term in the right-hand side is also small for large n, we interpret un in (85) as the inner product of ε with
a sequence consisting of 1’s and 0’s. Applying the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality on this inner product yields
dn/2e
∑
i=Sn+1
(
un + uˆn
n−2Sn
)2
≤ 1
(n−2Sn)2
dn/2e
∑
i=Sn+1
(
2
√
Sn‖ε‖`2(N)
)2 . 1
n2
n
2
4Sn‖ε‖2`2(N)
n→∞−−−→ 0,
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where we recall that Sn n as n→ ∞. This completes the proof of εn 2−→ (ε, εˆ).
To establish the limsup inequality (40b), we observe from the argument leading to (84) that it is enough
to focus on Qn in (34), since the convergence of terms involving σn is implied by the fact that εn
2−→ (ε, εˆ), as
just shown. For convenience, we choose Sn to be even. We split the summation in Qn into four parts:
Qn(εn) =
Sn/2
∑
k=1
[
Sn−k
∑
j=0
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)
+
n−Sn−1
∑
j=Sn−k+1
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)
+
n−k
∑
j=n−Sn
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)]
+
n
∑
k=1+Sn/2
n−k
∑
j=0
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)
. (88)
The first and third term are constructed to contain only those elements of εn(l) which equal either ε(l) or
εˆ(l). Using this observation, we estimate these terms by
Sn/2
∑
k=1
[
Sn−k
∑
j=0
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)
+
n−k
∑
j=n−Sn
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)]
≤
∞
∑
k=1
∞
∑
j=0
[
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l)
)
+φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εˆ(l)
)]
.
Since the right-hand side equals the first two terms of E1∞ given by Q∞ and Qˆ∞, it remains to show that the
second and fourth term in (88) converge to 0 as n→ ∞.
We start by proving that the second term is small for large n. We observe that it solely contains those
elements of εn(i) which equal either entries of the tails of ε and εˆ , or equal the (small) constant term in (86).
For this reason, it turns out to be enough to bound the second term by employing the quadratic upper bound
of φk given by Lemma 41 (it applies because of εn ∈ Xδ ), and then applying Jensen’s inequality. In more
detail
Sn/2
∑
k=1
n−Sn−1
∑
j=Sn−k+1
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)
≤
Sn/2
∑
k=1
n−Sn−1
∑
j=Sn−k+1
Cδ
ka+2
k2
(
1
k
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)2
≤
Sn/2
∑
k=1
Cδ
ka+1
n−Sn−1
∑
j=Sn−k+1
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
∣∣εn(l)∣∣2 ≤ Sn/2∑
k=1
Cδ
ka+1
n−Sn/2−1
∑
i=Sn/2+2
k
∣∣εn(i)∣∣2
≤
( ∞
∑
k=1
Cδ
ka
)[ ∞
∑
i=Sn/2
(|ε(i)|2 + |εˆ(i)|2)+ n−Sn∑
i=Sn+1
(
un + uˆn
n−2Sn
)2
|εn(i)|2
]
,
in which the right-hand side converges to 0 as n→ ∞ by the same argument that we use for showing the
convergence of the right-hand side in (87).
Finally, we show that the fourth term in (88) converges to 0. Since k (the distance between particles in
terms of their index) is large, we use similar arguments in the following estimate
n
∑
k=1+Sn/2
n−k
∑
j=0
φk
( k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)
≤
n
∑
k=1+Sn/2
n−k
∑
j=0
Cδ
ka+2
k2
(
1
k
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
εn(l)
)2
≤
n
∑
k=1+Sn/2
Cδ
ka+1
n−k
∑
j=0
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
∣∣εnl ∣∣2 ≤ n∑
k=1+Sn/2
Cδ
ka
n
∑
i=1
∣∣εn(i)∣∣2 =Cδ ‖εn‖2`2(N) n∑
k=1+Sn/2
1
ka
,
which converges to 0 as n→ ∞ since a > 3/2 > 1.
B.2 Computation of σn
In this section we fix n, and show that
n
∑
k=1
n−k
∑
j=0
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
V ′(k)ε(l) = σ · (ε+ εˆ), (89)
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where σ is given by (35), i.e.
σi =
n−i
∑
k=i+1
[
(k− i)∧ (n− i+1− k)]∣∣V ′(k)∣∣ for i = {1, . . . ,bn/2c}.
We start by changing the order of summation in
n
∑
k=1
V ′(k)
n−k
∑
j=0
k+ j
∑
l= j+1
ε(l) =
n
∑
k=1
n
∑
l=1
ε(l)V ′(k)
(n−k)∧(l−1)
∑
j=0∨(l−k)
1
=
n
∑
k=1
n
∑
l=1
V ′(k)
[
k∧ l∧ (n− k+1)∧ (n− l+1)]ε(l) =: v · A˜ε,
where the vector v ∈ Rn is defined by vk :=V ′(k)< 0, and the matrix A˜ ∈ Rn×n is illustrated in Figure 13.
Since ε · 1 = 0, it holds that A˜ε = (A˜−B)ε for any matrix B whose rows are multiples of 1. We take
B such that the entries in its i-th row equal i∧ (n− i+ 1), and set A := −(A˜−B)T (see Figure 13 for its
structure). Then
v · A˜ε =−v ·AT ε =−ε ·Av =
bn/2c
∑
l=1
[
(−Av)(l)ε(l)+(−Av)(n− l+1)εˆ(l)].
From Figure 13 it is easy to see that the vector −Av has reversal symmetry, and (89) follows.
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